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Peter Eugene Pierini 

A Study of Ring and Ring-Disk Electrodes 

Abstract 

Rotating ring and ring-disk electrodes were modeled. The primary, 

secondary, and below-the-limiting current distributions for ring 

electrodes were computed. The ring-disk system was modeled for 

secondary and below-the-limiting current distributions. Mass transfer 

measurements in laminar, transition, and turbulent flows were made for 

thin rotating rings. The effect of cell walls on the potential 

distribution of disk electrodes was computed. 
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I. Rotating Ring Electrodes in Laminar Flow 

1.1 Introduction 

Rotating ring electrodes are a common and useful device for the 

study of electrochemical systems. They have appeared individually and 

in conjunction with disks, spheres, and other rings. Ring electrodes 

have very thin concentration boundary layers at the inner or upstream 

edge of the electrode, so the limiting current densities are high in that 

region and infinite at the edge. The pr~mary and secondary current dis-

tributions have large densities close to both the inner and outer edges; 

the primary distribution has infinite values at both edges. The ring 

electrode thus behaves very much like a short plane electrode in the wall 

of a wide flow channel, and in the limit of zero ring thickness becomes 

exactly such a plane electrode. Very thick rings demonstrate character-

istics of disk electrodes, and in the limit of zero inner radius are 

exactly disk electrodes. 

A rotating ring electrode can simulate two of the classic tools 

used by electrochemical experimenters. A ring electrode can be fitted to 

practically any rotator used for disks, thus enabling an experimental in-

vestigation of processes that were previously studied in flow channels, 

which are more expensive and specialized pieces of equipment. The pro-

blems associated with end effects at the walls of the flow channel do not 

occur with the ring electrode. The current distributions on rings used 

as collectors in ring-disk, ring-sphere, and ring-ring systems are not 

radically different from those on solitary rings, so a detailed study of 

ring electrodes yields basic information which can be applied 
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qualitatively to all the systems involving ring electrodes. 

The asymptotic behavior of thick ring electrodes was experimentally 

investigated by Gregory and Riddiford (1,2) when they reported the 

effects of blocking off the center of a disk. Levich (4) provided an 

expression for the limiting current density distribution on ring 

electrodes, which was extended to show the average limiting current in a 

discussion of Gregory and Riddiford's work by Ib1 (3). Dagunet (24) 

first and then Kornienko and Kishinevskii (25) used ring electrodes to 

study th.e effect of turbulence on the limiting current. Deslouis and 

Keddam (22) also measured limiting currents on rings in laminar, trans-

itional, and turbulent flows, and compared their results favorably to 

the Levich equation for rings. The effect of adding a drag reducing. 

agent, Polyox, was examined by Deslouis et al. (23) with rotating ring 

electrodes by the change in limiting current. Shabrang and Bruckstein 

(20) experimentally determined the resistance of several ring electrodes 

by applying alternating current modulation techniques, and they also 

computed primary resistances by finite differences. Several theoretical 

studies on ring electrodes have been made of highly reversible hetero-

geneous reactions possessing potential independent kinetics. Rosner (5) 

presented calculations for kinetics which included the effect of the 

reactant concentration only, and he considered ring electrodes as 

partially blocked disks. Redox kinetics, which included both product and 

reactant, were analyzed by Albery and Bruckenstein (6) for the case of 

very thin rings. Matsuda (7) showed a method to compute current 

t 

I' , 
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distributions for redox reactions on rings of any thickness. Similar 

work (8,9) can be found in the literature on ring-ring electrodes for 

rapid heterogeneous reactions where the inner ring is decoup1ed from the 

outer ring since the kinetics are not considered to be potential dependent. 

1.2 Primary Current and Potential Distribution 

The primary current distribution for a ring electrode can be easily 

computed following the method outlined by Miksis and Newman (10) for ring-

disk electrodes. The technique involves the solution of Laplace's equa-

tion, which Newman (11) reduced to an extremely useful (15) integral 

equation 

41 (r) = 
o 

r 

r 

J 1 i(r')K (4rr' ) r'd;' 
(r+r') 2 r+r 

o 

[1-1] 

where 41 is the ohmic potential drop between the surface of the ring 
o 

electrode and a large counterelectrode which is far enough away from 

the wo~king electrode so that it does not influence the current dis-

tribution, i is the normal component of the current density, K is the 

complete elliptic integral of the first kind (17). The use of Eq. [1-1] 

implies that the electric conductivity K co is constant and there are 

no concentration gradients in the region. The primary current 

distribution assumes 41 to be constant and allows no kinetic effects. 
o 

Fig. 1.1 shows the primary current distributions for several values of 

the geometric parameter ro/rl. As ro/rl approaches unity, the 

current distribution begins to look like the primary current on a plane 
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Fig. 1.1. The primary current distribution on ring electrodes. 
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electrode which was given by Wagner (12) and displayed in Fig. 3 of Parrish 

and Newman (13) 

i 
i avg 

= ; [i: -( ~ ) 2 ] -1/2 [1-2] 

where x is the distance along the plane electrode and L is the length 

of the electrode. When the geometric parameter tends to zero, the ring 

assumes essentially the same primary distruption as a disk (14), with 

the exception of an infinite current density at the inner edge of the 

ring. The primary resistance of the ring electrode R 
r 

is given in 

Fig. 1. 2. The solid curve is the result of our calculations. The 

dashed curve and the bracketed data points are from Shabrang and 

Bruckenstein (20). The ·ordinate of Fig. 1. 2 was chosen by applying the 

criteria used in reporting thermodynamic data such as activity co-

efficients which have large changes in value with relatively small 

changes in concentration (21). This allows the ring resistance to be 

interpolated from the plot for thin rings easily. The abscissa was 

chosen to show the asymptotic behavior of a ring resistance as it 

approaches-a disk. The relative difference between the data points and 

the finite difference calculations (20) and our calculations are 

exaggerated by the ordinate. However it is difficult to approach a 

primary distribution using alternating current techniques unless 

frequencies can be extrapolated to infinity, and data were taken only at 

1000 Hz. The small effect of a large laboratory size cell rather than 

the infinitely dimensioned cell used in computing the resistance could 

also resolve some of the difference between the data and our calculations. 

The same sort of difficulty in getting good agreement between the Levich 
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limiting current and measured limiting currents for thin rings was 

encountered by Deslouis and Keddam (22). We feel that the method of 

embedding essential singularities as employed in the method of Miksis 

and Newman (10) is superior to a finite difference approximation. The 

resistance varies from that of a disk electrode to large values for very 

thin rings, which is given by (10) 

R + _1_ 
K r l 2 

co r 21T 
= 0.2313 [1-3J 

Eq. [1-3] is the asymptotic value of the ring resistance as the ring 

width goes to zero, and is the value of the ordinate variable of the 

solid curve at the right hand side of Fig. 1.2. 

Eq. [l-lJ can also be used to compute the potential distribution for 

other potential distributions besides the primary distribution. Methods 

for applying Eq. [l-lJ to the limiting current and below-the-limiting 

current distribution's are developed in Appendix A. 

1.3 The Concentration Boundary Layer 

A high-Schmidt-number formulation of the convective diffusion 

equation appropriate for binary electrolytes and minor reacting components 

in a solution with an excess of supporting electrolyte, where migration 

effects can be safely ignored, has been used in most of the previous 

studies involving potential-independent heterogeneous kinetics (5,7,8,9). 

The equation of convective mass transfer for a ring electrode embedded 

axisymmetrically in an infinite rotating disk is 

[1-4] 
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For non-uniform surface concentrations, the integral solution to 

Eq. [1-4] has proven useful for ring and ring-disk electrodes 

_ [C] 1/2 [ 3~ (3 f(4'3) ! r 

o 

dr' 

( 3 ,3) 1/3 r -r 

[1-5] 

Numerical techniques for implementing Eq. [1-5] are given in 

Appendix B. The results of Levich (4) for the limiting current are 

easily reproduced with the integral equation to yield 

r = f(4/3) ( 3 3)1/3· 
r -r o 

[1-6] 

Fig. 3 shows limiting current distributions for rings of various thick-

nesses computed with Eq. [1-6]. The thin rings are similar to the 

limiting current for plane electrodes shown in Fig. 3 of Parrish and 

Newman (13) while the thick rings have fairly uniform distributions 

except in the central regions. 

1. 4 Kinetics 

A single electrode reaction 

~ ne [1-7] 

is chosen as the basis for the potential-dependent heterogeneous kinetics 

to demonstrate the manner in which the current distribution varies 

between the ohmically-limited (Fig. 1.1) and the mass-transfer-

controlled (Fig. 1.3) distributions. The applied voltage V can be 

decomposed (16) as follows 

V = ~ +U+11 +11 
o s c 

[1-8] 
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where ~o is the local ohmic potential drop extrapolated to the ring 

surface, U is the open-circuit potential calculated with the bulk 

concentrations, the surface overpotential ns is given implicitly by 

the kinetic expression 

[ (aZF) (-eZF)] exp RT ns - exp """iT ns [1-9] 

and the concentration overpotential takes the form (19) 

= =- I: s in ~ - t 1 - --'-RT [ ( c .) ( cR 0)] ZF j j c j ,0 cR,al 
Cl-10] 

This basic equation covers a variety of situations, such as deposition 

from a binary electrolyte and redox and deposition reactions with 

supporting electrolyte. 

1.5 Results--Current Distributions Below the Limiting Current 

The problem as stated can be solved numerically (13,14,15) with the 

J = Cl-ll] 

N = [1-12] 

o = [1-13] 

where the limiting reactant has been subscripted as R. J can be thought 

of asa dimensionless exchange current density, and N is the 

dimensionless stirring rate. The concentration boundary layer grows 

thinner as N gets larger; when N is infinite the boundary layer has 

'J 
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zero thickness, and the concentrations at the surface of the electrode are 

uniform and equal to the bulk concentrations. Appendix C contains and 

explains the computer program which performs these calculations. 
\ 

For examples, three ring geometries are chosen. The cases in which 

ro/rl is respectively 0.5 and 0.7 represent situations that characteris-

tically behave like rings, that is, they do not tend to simulate either 

a disk or a plane electrode. The case of ro/rl equal to 0.9 can be 

easily compared to plane electrodes. 

Secondary Current Distribution 

When N is infinite and the concentration effects may be ignored, 

the secondary current distribution is achieved. For small surface over-

potentials Eq. [1-9] is linearized to read 

i = (a + B)J 
K 
~. 

n • s 
[1-14] 

The average current density is much smaller than the characteristic 

exchange current density in this case. Fig. 1.4 shows how a ring with 

ro/rl equal to 0.5 behaves over a range of kinetic parameters. The 

distribution varies from a basically uniform current when kinetics 

control, to the primary distribution when ohmic effects dominate. 

Tafel polarization occurs when one of the exponential terms in 

Eq. [1-9] is small enough to be dropped. Then for a cathodic process 

the polarization equation may be written 

= [1-15] 

and the characteristic parameter is 
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eo = eZF 
RT [1-16] 

The current distribution now depends only on the magnitude of the 
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average current density, and the exchange current density has no effect. 

Fig. 1.5 for Tafel kinetics is similar to Fig. 1.4. The change in the 

shape of the curves is principally due to the difference in the 

geom~tric ratio ro/rl' Both cases go to a primary distribution as the 

kinetic parameter goes to infinity, and the effect ~f the radii ratio 

can be clearly seen in Fig. 1.1 for the primary distributions. 

Concentration and Kinetic Effects 

Mass-transfer effects must be taken into account for finite values 

of the dimensionless stirring rate N. Again the situation in which the 

current density is much greater than the exchange current density is 

examined in Fig. 1.6, where one of the exponential terms in Eq. [1-9] 

may be neglected. The reaction is very slow as characterized by the 

zero value of J and is considered to have Tafel kinetics but with con-

centration dependence, in contrast to the Tafel kinetics described by 

Eq. [1-15] and shown in Fig. 1.5. The effect of the concentration 

boundary layer begins to dominate as the controlling factor as the 

fraction of the limiting current is increased. The behavior of the 

current distribution at the outer edge of the ring is very similar to 

that of both disk electrodes (16) and plane electrodes (13) in 

exhibiting a maximum. 

Curves for deposition kinetics in which both terms of Eq. [1-9] 

make a contribution are shown in Fig. 1.7. This particular reaction, 

with J = 1, would still be considered slow, but it is more reversible 

than the previous example as indicated by a larger value of J.The 
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distributions appear to be more disk-like, primarily due to the smaller 

ro/rl' while the differences between the maxima and minima in the 

distribution are enhanced by the kinetics. 

As a final example, a very fast redox reaction was chosen in 

conjunction with a very thin ring. The interesting feature of Fig. 1.8 

is the comparison to the limiting current curve (dashed line). The mass

transfer is dominant over a, wide range of currents and influences the 

shape of the curves. Also the local current densities near the trailing 

edge of the ring are driven above the local limiting current densities, 

a situation which is similar to disks (16) and planes (13). Since the 

ring is very thin, the distributions c~n be compared to those of Fig. 4 

of Parrish and Newman (13), which is a plane electrode with Tafel 

kinetics. 

Landolt, Mueller, and Tobias (18) assessed the design considerations 

for a ·cell to study electrochemical machining processes. The rotating 

disk electrode and concentric rotating cylinders were deemed unfeasible 

due to the difficulty in maintaining reasonable cell voltages and because 

of the radial dependence of resistance and characteristic length. A flow 

2 
channel was shown to have a primary voltage drop of 50 V with a 100 A/cm 

current for a solution with a specific conductance of 0.1 mhos/cm and an 

interelectrode gap of O.S,mm. An equivalent primary voltage with the 

same solution and operating conditions can be obtained with a ring elec

trode having an inner radius of 0.2480 cm and an outer radius of 0.275 cm, 

dimensions well within practical machining considerations. This 

particular design required rolrl to be 0.9, which is the geometric 

ratio used for the redox reaction shown in Fig. 1.8. Alternatively, the 

resistance and one length could be specified; Fig. 1.2 would then provide 
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the remaining length, thus enabling the characteristic length to be 

varied and the resistance to be fixed. Turbulent flow can be maintained 

with most commercially available rotators by keeping the inner ring 

radius greater than 1 cm for common electrochemical machining solutions. 

Ring electrodes seem feasible to study high current density processes 

with a smaller capital investment than a thin gap flow channel. 
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II. Rotating Ring-Disk Electrodes in Laminar Flow 

2.1 Introduction 

The ring-disk electrode system is one of the most convenient 

arrangements of two working electrodes in a common cell. The concentric, 

rotating electrode structure is relatively easy to fabricate and is 

available commercially. The device has drawn attention recently, as both 

the object of theoretical analysis and experimental applications. 

Bruckenstein and Miller (27) and Smyrl and Newman (30) have performed 

experiments with ring disks to assess the nonuniform current distribution 

on a disk electrode utilizing the sectioned-electrode approach. Miller 

and Bellavance (28) have reported a number of experiments with the 

system, including measurement of interrupter and steady-state resistances 

and interactive resistances between the ring and the disk. Smyrl and 

Newman (29,30) have presented data for ring-disk electrodes operated 

below the limiting current, along with a detailed analysis demonstrating 

the limiting current calculations. The primary current distribution was 

recently computed by Miksis and Newman (31). The limiting current 

(30,37) and the primary current (31) densities of a ring electrode are 

not uniform, so the current density on a ring operated at some fraction 

of the limiting current, where kinetics also must be taken into account, 

does not approach the uniform distribution (38) that prevails near the 

edge of a disk electrode as the fraction of the limiting current 

approaches unity. The current distribution across a ring-disk electrode 

tends to be more nonuniform than for an equivalent disk. 

Newman's (32) approach to the computation of the concentration and 

current density distributions across a rotating disk electrode has been 

applied successfully to a number of other electrode geometries (33-35, 
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47-49). Parrish and Newman (34) investigated the current distributions 

on two plane parallel electrodes in channel flow, the only application 

to two interactive working electrodes. The ring~disk geometry contains 

two working electrodes and can utilize a counterelectrode, which would 

be considered infinitely far from the working electrodes., The working 

electrodes interact through the potential distribution, which is 

described by an elliptic Laplacian equation, giving global effects, and 

through parabolic conceritration boundary-layer equations which allow a 

downstream influence on the ring electrode by the disk. The ring 

implicitly affects the disk concentration profile by modifying the 

potential which enters into the kinetic expressions, thus changing the 

flux boundary conditions that would exist on the disk from the situation 

prevailing if no ring were present. 

Current can flow between any of the three electrodes in the cell, 

but common experimental objectives usually attempt to limit the 

possibilities. The ring and the disk can be operated potentiostatically 

with the current from each electrode being collected by the counter

electrode. The disk can be used to produce a species not in the bulk 

solution which can then be collected by the ring electrode, usually one 

electrode being driven cathodically and the other anodically. The disk 

electrode can be driven as a bipolar electrode where a current loop 

exists in the solution over the electrode. The analysis presented here 

applies to all these cases, but the results are restricted to the 

sectioned disk, with the ring and the disk maintained at the same 

potential. 

The kinetics of the surface reaction to be considered are of three 

types, a product-independent metal deposition from a single salt 
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solution (32), a product-independent reaction with a supporting 

electrolyte (32), and a reaction depending on all reacting species with 

a supporting electrolyte (36). These reactions are representative of 

plating from a solution with and without a supporting electrolyte, and 

of redox reaction~ or organic synthesis with a supporting electrolyte. 

The analysis is restricted to laminar flows, high Schmidt numbers, and 

dilute solutions with constant physical properties. 

2.2 Overpotentials and Kinetics 

Let a single electrode reaction be expressed by 

where is the stoichiometric coefficient, Mi is the symbol for the 

chemical species, zi is the species charge number, and n is the 

number of electrons participating in the reaction •. The potential 

applied between each of the working electrodes and a single counter-

electrode located at infinity is 

V 
r 

= 

= 

u+4> d+n +n 
0, C s 

u+4> +n +n o,r C s 

[2-2] 

[2-3] 

The applied potentials are separated into the equilibrium potential U 

which is associated with reaction [2-1], a concentration overpotentia1 

n , a surface overpotentia1 n , and an ohmic potential ~ for each 
C . s 0 

working electrode which is extrapolated to the surface of the electrode, 

The expression for the concentration overpotentia1 (19) is 

= RT [ (C i 
a:» ( c l 0 )] - - L s In -=.L- - t 1 - ~ 

ZF i i ci,o cl,a:> 
[2-4] 

; 
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Equation [2-4] applies approximately to metal deposition from a single 

salt where t is the transference number of the metal ion, species 1. 

Z is then equal to - z_z+/(z+ - z_). For the case in which the reactants 

and products are minor components in a solution containing an excess of 

supporting electrolyte, t is zero, and Z is equal to -no The 

surface overpotential can be related to the current density by 

[2-5] 

The kinetic parameters a and a are determined by the reaction taking 

place. The local exchange current density 

composition dependence given by 

i = i n(Ci,o )"fi 

o 0,00. c. 
1. 1.,00 

i o is taken to have a 

[2-6] 

The "f 's i are specified by the particular reaction taking place and the 

condition of the surface upon which the reaction occurs, and i is 0,00 

an exchange current density evaluated at the composition of the bulk 

solution. The parameter "f
i 

can be considered a pseudo reaction order, 

the values are usually determined experimentally 'and can be fractional. 

Newman (50) suggests rules for the estimation of the exponents "f i • 

2.3 Potential Distribution 

The potential variation in the region of constant concentration is 

described by a solution of Laplace's equation which matches the current 

at the surface of the electrode with the mass flux through the boundary 

layer for a faradaic process. The particular solution found to be most 

suited for the ring-disk configuration operated below the limiting 

current is (11) 



~ (r) 
o = 2 

'lTK 
co o 

i(r' ) 
r+r' 

K ( 4rr' ) r'dr' 
(r+r') 2 
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[2-7] 

The integrand is evaluated at all points r' on the electrode surface 

where there is a nonzero value of the normal component of the current 

density i, K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind (17), 

and r is the radial position on the surface at which ~o is desired. 

The behavior of the elliptic integral K when r is equal to r' 

requires special care in the numerical evaluation of Eq. [2-7]. The 

integral technique for the ring-disk system when mass transfer and 

kinetic effects must be considered offers real computational advantages 

over previously used series solutions (32) and a combination of series 

and integrals (31). 

The primary advantage in using an integral equation rather than the 

combination of series and integral solutions, which is also applicable, 

is programming efficiency and lower computing costs. However, if the 

current distribution on the disk approaches the primary current distri-

bution, the series solution can be used to compute the potential without 

modification. The integral technique requires the same careful handling 

of singular points as used in Newman and Miksis (32) for the primary 

current on a ring.· The series solution when applied across both the 

ring and disk electrodes suffers from the serious inability to cope with 

discontinuities in the current distribution where the insulator meets 

the active electrode in three places. Appendix A contains the details 

of applying Eq. [2-7] to ring-disk electrodes. 

2.4. The Concentration Boundary Layer 

The Lighthill transformation has been successfully applied to the 

problem of evaluating the concentration profile through the diffusion 
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boundary layer in previous examples of the calculation of current 

distributions below the limiting current (30,33,36,47,48). The flux at 

the electrode surface, either the ring or the disk, can be expressed by 

(30) 

dCi 0 
r dC i -r S ,0 dr' [2-8] , 

= ":az; r(4/3) dr' (3 ,3)1/3 l;=o r -r 
0 

and inverted to give 

-1 fr dCi I 1;=0 

r'dr' ,0 [2-9] C - c. = r(2/3) (3 '3) 2/3 i,o 1.,00 aZ; r -r 
0 

Equation [2-8] is equated to a flux specified by Eq. [2~2] or [2-3] and 

Eq. [2-4] and [2-5] and then solved for the concentration at .the e1ect-

rode surface. Equation [2-9] is used to track the surface concentration 

variation across the insulating annulus. Equation [2-9] can also be 

manipulated to yield 

C - C i,o i,oo = 
C. - c

j J,o ,00 

[2-10] 

One species can now be chosen and conveniently designated to be sub-

scripted as i equal to 1 then Eq. [2-8] need be solved for only the 

value of c
l 

. 
,0 

All other surface concentrations needed in the 

expression of the electrode kinetics may be computed by Eq. [2-10] as 

long as the only reaction occurring is Eq. [2-1]. 

The total current or mass transfer rate to the electrode is a 

quantity which must be computed as accurately as possible if a good 
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comparison with experimentally measured currents is desired. The ratio 

of the ring current to the disk current is very sensitive to errors in 

computing the integral values. A quantity, j , proportional to the total 

flow of a species to the electrode surface between the limits of inte-

gration, 0 and r, is 

[2-11] 

~=o 

which becomes upon substitution of Eq. [8] and one integration 

r 
-1 f dci,o 3 3 2/3 

j = 2r(4/3) dr (r - r') dr' [2-12] 

o 

Equations [2-8] and [2-12] are Stie1tjes integrals, so the points at the 

center of the disk and the leading edge of the ring' must be taken into 

account when evaluating the integrals. Equation [2-12] can be easily 

solved by using the method of Acrivos and Chambre (42) utilizing the 

same mesh points that are generated in the solution of Eq. [2-8]. 

2.5 Parameters 

A set of equations is now established which can be solved numeri-

cally by the same techniques given in previous work (32,34,36). The 

parameters that the solution depends on are a, e , Yi ' t , ro/r1 ' 

r l /r2 ' z, Dj/Di ' and 

nFr2~IM DISK 
N = - r (4/3) , 

RTKoo 
[2-13] 
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and 

i r 2n F 
a co 

J = ! [2-14] RTK co 

and 

c5 liavgl 

r 2nF 
[2-15] = RTK 

co 

N is referred to species 1 so ~IM,DISK is the limiting current 

density on a disk electrode for species 1. There is a c5 for both the 

ring and the disk, with the appropriate average current density being 

substituted in Eq. -[2-15]. J represents a dimensionless exchange 

current density. Appendix D contains an explanation and a computer pro-

gram which computes the current and concentration profile across the 

rotating ring-disk electrode. 

2.6 Measures of Nonuniform Current Distributions 

The problem of assessing the effect of nonuniform ohmic potential 

drop on arbitrarily shaped electrodes has long been of interest to 

electroplaters. A specific solution which will deposit an even thickness 

of metal over a range of current densities has been the goal of many 

experimental investigations and is the basis of a portion of the plating 

industry. Haring and Blum (38) introduced the concept of defining 

throwing power by a well-chosen experiment. Parallel, rectangular 

electrodes of equal area were connected by a solution contained within 

insulating planes normal to the electrode surfaces, which would give a 

uniform primary current on the electrodes and an easily defined primary 
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resistance. Two cells with a primary current ratio of 5 were polarized 

with the same voltage, and currents were measured, The throwing power 

can then be computed by applying (40) 

[2-16] 

II and 12 are the measured currents, Ipl and Ip2 are the primary 

currents, and Al and A2 are the areas of the electrodes. This 

measurement does not characterize the solution independently of the 

measuring device. In an unstirred cell, natural convection becomes a 

significant factor as the current densities are increased (46). Throwing 

powers measured with cells having the same electrode spacing ratio but 

different electrode areas are usually different. The effect of natural 

convection can be minimized by stirring the cells, but the effect of the 

stirring rates must then be assessed. Studies on membranes (41) have 

shown that stirring can totally obscure the measurement of desired mem-

brane properties at a surface in a well-stirred tank. Thus it seems 

difficult at best to describe theoretically the Haring-Blum cell well 

enough to measure a throwing power that could be related to solution 

properties only. 

The throwing power is a measurement of the deviation of a current 

ratio from the primary current ratio on two electrodes with different 

geometries. A rotating ring-disk electrode system is a good device 
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to make this type of measurement since the primary current distribution 

is now known (31), and the effects of stirring are well characterized by 

N. Figure 2.1 shows the radius ratios necessary to construct a ring-

disk electrode with a given ave~age primary current density ratio. The 

average current density ratio must be used instead of the current ratio 

as in the Haring-Blum cell because the electrode areas are not equal.~ 

Throwing powers for ring-disk systems can be computed as a function of 

the electrode and solution parameters by setting Vr = Vd • 

Another measure of nonuniformity is a deviation from the limiting 

current distribution, which is uniform on the disk but not on the ring. 

A useful parameter f2 can be defined (30) as the ratio of the current 

to the ring, divided by the area of both the ring and the insulating gap, 

to the average current density on the disk. 

The value of f2 compared to the value for the limiting current 

distribution 

f::. = f2 - f 2 ,LIM 

[2-17] 

[2-18] 

then provides the measure of deviation from the limiting distribution. 

2.7 Sectioned-Electrode Models 

The number of possible combin~tions of reaction, solution, and 

electrode parameters is enormous. The discussion is restricted to two 

electrode geometries, two limiting cases, and the results of an experiment. 

Tafel kinetics. When Iii» i ,one exponential term in Eq. [2-5] 
o 

becomes negligible in comparison to the other. For cathodic current 
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Fig. 2.1. Design curves for ring-disk electrodes with a given average 
primary current ratio. 
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densities, Eq. [2-5] may the be represented by 

ns = - RT (tn Iii - tn i) -aZF 0 
[2-19] 

-. I 
The other term of Eq. [2~5] would be retained if the current were ,anodic. 

Figure 2.2 shows the variations of ~ for a ring-disk operated potentio-

statically, with Vd set equal to Vr At low rotation speeds or smaller 

values of N, little deviation from the limiting current ratios appears 

until the electrodes are operating appreciably below the limiting current. 

However, for the higher values of N, there exist large variations in 

~ over the entire operating range. At very low currents, .all the curves 

on Fig. 2.2 come together at ~ = -0.205. Here the Tafel kinetics force 

the current density to be uniform and equal on the disk and ring electrodes. 

Figure 2.3 gives the values of the throwing power for the same elec-

trode and solution. The effect of N is reflected in the same over-all 

manner by ~ and by the throwing power. N becomes smaller as the elec-

trical conductivity increases, illustrating the effect of increasing K~ 

on the throwing power. N is proportional to r
2 

and therefore gives a 

qualitative idea of how the characteristic dimensions of irregularly 

shaped objects would influence the throwing power of a given plating bath. 

Another interesting feature is the approximate location of the minimum in 

IZ will be negative for reduction of an anion or oxidation of a cation. 

In such a case, the words anodic and cathodic should be interchanged in the 

text. 
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the family of throwing power curves. Limits on allowable current densities 

in a plating situation would be placed on either side of this point to 

minimize the variation of deposit thickness. 

Intermediate kinetics. - The situation in which no single aspect of 

the concentration or surface overpotential expressions is dominant may be 

termed intermediate kinetics. For the same electrode used to demonstrate 

Tafel kinetics, a moderate dimensionless stirring rate N was chosen, and 

five values of the dimensionless exchange current density J were used to 

show the effect of concentration and surface overpotential on A in 

Fig. 2.4 and the throwing power in Fig. 2.5. lYhen J is small and the 

reaction is considered slow, the current distribution is quite uniform 

for small fractions of the limiting current. This corresponds to 

A = -0.205 for this geometry. The behavior at high average currents is 

determined more by the effect of mass transfer, and the influence of 

kinetic parameters decreases. 

Comparison with experiment. - The smooth curve in Fig. 2.6 is the 

computed variation of A for curve A of Fig. 1 in the work of Smryl 

and Newman (30), and the points are experimentally determined (43). The 

values of a, a , Yl ., and Y2 are taken from the literature (44) for 

ferricyanide-ferrocyanide redox couple. The value of the exchange current 

density used to compute J was estimated with Eq. [2-6] from the experi-

.mentally determined value reported by Vetter (45). The conductivity of 

the bulk solution was determined to be -1 -1 0.0894 S1 -cm in our laboratory, 

thus yielding a somewhat different value of N from that estimated 

earlier (30). The remaining parameters were measured (43). Good agree-
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Fig. 2.6. 6 shown as a function of the fraction of the limiting current 
with Vd = Yr' Points are measured and the smooth curve computed 

for a 1M KN0
3

, O.OSM K
3

Fe(CN)6' O.OSM K4Fe(CN)6 solution. Ferro

cyanide is the reference species and is being oxidized at the 
electrodes. ' 



ment between the computation and the experiment is shown. 

2.8 Anomalous Diffusion Coefficients and Ring-Disks as Bipolar 
Electrodes 

40 

The ability of a highly polarized electrode to dominate a slightly 

polarized electrode, when the electrodes are near to each other, can 

be demonstrated with the rotating ring-disk electrode. Considering 

only mass transfer, diffusion coefficients measured on a ring electrode 

should be equal to those measured on the ring of a ring-disk electrode 

when the disk electrod~ is not polarized by an external voltage and has 

a zero net current. The ring diffusion coefficient should also be 

equal to a coefficient measured at a rotating disk. The ratio of the 

ring-limiting current, I~ , to the disk-limiting current, Id ' can be 

found from the respective Levich expressions to be the following 

10 (3 3) 2/3 
r r 2 - r l -- = ~----~~---

Id r2 [2-20] 
o 

where ro is the radius of the disk, r l is the inner radius of the 

ring, and r 2 is the outer radius of the ring electrode. 10 is the 
r 

limiting current when all of the area enclosed in the disk defined by 

r l is an insulator. Measured limiting currents on rings, disks, and 

ring-disk electrodes can then be compared. Smyrl (43) first noticed 

that ring-limiting currents measured on ring-disk electrodes with non-

polarized disks having zero net current were higher than would be pre-

dieted using Eq. [2-20]. Data taken from Miller and Bellavance (28) 

confirm Smyrl's observation. Further experiments were undertaken 
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in this laboratory using a commercial Pine rotator and a Pine DT6 poten

tiostat at 23°C. Table 2.1 gives the results of these three sources. 

These conclusions have been drawn from the data in Table 2.1: 

1) All of the chemical systems have large exchange-current 

densities. 

2) Each experiment had enough supporting electrolyte to minimize 

the effect of migration. 

3) Each of the electrodes involved thin-gap and thin-ring elec

trodes designed for collection efficiency measurements. They 

are geometrically similar. 

4) Laminar flow existed. 

5) All show a positive deviation of measured ring current from the 

Levich theoretical ring current. 

A possible explanation for this anomalously high ring current or 

measured diffusion coefficient is that the potential distribution due to 

the ring limiting current drives the disk electrode as a bi-polar elec

trode with a zero net current. The concentration of the ring reactant 

would have to be driven above the bulk concentration. The insulating 

annulus between the ring and the disk would then have to be thin enough 

so that the surface concentration would not recover its bulk value. 

This mechanism would then yield a larger ring limiting current due to 

the enhanced reactant concentrations in the boundary layer near the ring 

electrode. 

The simulation of Pierini and Ne'~n (15) can be used to model the 

systems of Table 2.1. Figure 2.7 shows the modeled current distribution 
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obtained for the measurements taken by Smyrl (43). The central disk 

electrode has a zero total current density while the outer portion of 

the disk has a negative density. The products generated at the outer 

edges of the disk would serve to enhance the limiting current on the 

ring. Similar cases can be found for the other two experiments. Quali

tative agreement ~as been found between the postulated mechanism and the 

experimental data. 



Table 2.1. Comparison of ring and disk limiting currents. 

Chemical System 
I/Id l°ll and Supporting n r d 

Investigator Electrolyte r/r2 r1/r2 (rpm) Measured Eq. [2.1] 

Smyrl 0.05 M K3Fe(CN)6 0.716 0.808 1550 1.3606 1.1821 

0.05 M K4Fe(CN)6 

1.0 M KN03 
(Reduction) 

Miller and +2 0.738 0.812 1600 1.2711 1.1521 0.0533 M Hg2 Bellavance 1. 0 M HC104 
(Reduction) 

Pierini 0.05 K3Fe(CN)6 0.908 0.945 396 0.400 0.3499 

0.05 K4Fe(CN)6 0.908 0.945 900 0.396 0.3499 

2 M KOH 0.908 0.945 1600 0.399 0.3499 

(Reduction) 0.908 0.945 2440 0.397 0.3499 

0.908 0.945 3590 0.405 0.3499 

% Devia-
tion from 
Eq. [2.1] 

15% 

10% 

14% 

14% 

14% 

14% 

14% 

n ' 

DR/Dp 

1.141 

1.193 

1.193 

1.193 

1.193 

1.193 

.j::o.. 
w 
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2.9. L1st of Symbols 

Roman characters 

a 

c 1,0 

i 

1 o 

i 
0,00 

iLIM,DISK 

Id 
Ip! 

Ip2 

II 

12 
10 

R 

area of electrode 1 or 

0.51023 

concentration of species 

2 2 , cm 

3 1 , mole/cm 

concentration of species i at the electrode surface, 

3 mole/cm 

concentration of the ith species in the bulk solution, 

3 mole/cm 

. 2 
diffusion coefficient of the ith species, cm /sec 

dimensionless ratio of ring to disk current densities, 

see Eq. [2-17] 

Eq. [2-17] applied to the limiting current distribution 

Faraday's constant, 96,487 C/equiv. 

2 
normal current density at the electrode surface, A/cm 

2 local exchange current density, A/cm . 

2 characteristic exchange current density, A/cm 

limiting cu2rent density for species 1 on a disk elec
trode A/cm 
disk iimiting current, A 
primary current for electrode 1, A 

primary current for electrode 2, A 

current to electrode 2, A 

current to electrode 2, A 

ring limiting current with no disk present, A 
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j 

J 

n 

R 

r 

r o 

T 

T.P. 

U 

Vd 

y 

proportional to the average or total mass transfer rate, 

mole/em 

dimensionless exchange current density 

chemical symbol for the species i 

dimension1e.ss stirring rate 

number of electrons in reaction 

universal gas constant, 8.3143 J/mo1-K 

radial coordinate, cm 

radius of disk electrode, em 

inner radius of ring electrode, cm 

outer radius of ring electrode, cm 

stoichiometric coefficient of ith spe~ies 

transference number of reactant 

absolute temperature, K 

throwing power, see Eq. [2-16] 

open-circuit potential, V 

46 

potential applied between the disk and the counterelectrode, 

V 

potential applied between the ring and the counterelectrode, 

V 

normal distance from the surface, cm 

charge number of ith species 

-n or -z z /(z - z ) + - + -
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Greek characters 

a , a 

v 

~ 
o 

parameters in Eq. [2-5] 

parameters in Eq. [2-16] 

dimensionless average current density 

dimensionless deviation of f2 from limiting current f2' 

see Eq. [2-18] 

dimensionless normal distance from surface, 

concentration overpotentia1, V 

surface overpotentia1, V 

electrical conductivity of the bulk solution, 

n-1_cm-1 

kinematic viscosity, cm2/sec 

potential extrapolated to the surface, V 

rotation speed, rad/sec 



III Mass Transfer to Thin Rotating Rings in Transitional and 
Turbulent Flows 

3.1 Introduction 

48 

Previous investigations in this laboratory by Mohr (54) and reported 

by Mohr and Newman (53) provided information about mass transfer rates 

to disks in transitional and fully developed turbulent flow. Other 

studies of rotating disks in transition and turbulence were made by 

Ellison and Cornet (77) and Daguenet (24). These investigators corre-

lated their data in terms of a Reynolds num~er and a Schmidt number. The 

outstanding feature of these investigations, besides the utility of the 

mass-transfer expressions, was the inability to settle the long standing 

debate over the power of the Schmidt number dependence. The scatter in 

the data of the various experimentors did not allow a conclusive deter-

mination in favor of the 1/4 power or the 1/3 power dependence. The work 

of Ellison and Cornet claimed to discriminate between these two pOwers. 

The scatter in the data also precluded any reliable differentiation of 

the data to yield local mass transfer rates. 

Korineko and Kishinevskii (25) performed experiments with rotating 

ring electrodes and did a theoretical analysis of the system. These 

workers were also unable to distinguish between the 1/3 and 1/4 Schmidt 

number dependence. The work of Daguenet (24) and Des10uis and Keddam 

(22) indicate that thick rotating rings behave like disk electrodes. 

However thin rings presented Some uncertainties. Deslouis and Keddam 

pointed out the extreme sensitivity of thin rings to electrode design. 

A program was undertaken to investigate the mass-transfer characteristics 
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of rotating thin ring electrodes in transitional and turbulent flow. 

Disk experiments (24, 54, 77) showed that the transition region 

5 5 covered the area between the Reynolds number 2xlO and 3x10. This 

region was considered to be important, so the experiments were tailored 

to focus on a mapping of the transition from laminar flow to turbulence 

and from transitional flow to fully developed turbulence over the elec-

trode. 

3.2 Experimental Apparatus 

Mohr's experience (54) with rotating-disk-electrode assemblies 

indicated that good temperature control was"necessary to get reproducible 

data. The high Reynolds number was achieved by using relatively large 

disks. Reproducible and stable limiting currents can be obtained by 

using high concentrations of a basic supporting electrolyte, which 

suppresses hydrogen evolution. A reduction reaction will then give broad 

limiting current plateaus. The high concentration of the supporting ele-

ctrolyte raises the viscosity of the fluid. The viscosity coupled with 

the high rotation speeds and large disks leads to significant.heat 

generation within the cell. 

The cell in Fig. 3.1 was designed to overcome the heat generation 

problem. The cell has approximately 2.5 1 of volume when filled to the 

middle slinger ring. Following Mohr (54), the slinger rings and expan-

sion space was used to provide an expansion volume for the electrolyte. 

When the system was under temperature control, the expansion volume was 

not really needed. The ullage was of great utility when starting up the 

system. No problems with leakage were experienced while the temperature 
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. Fig. 3.1. Cell and electrode assembly used in rotating ring 
experiments. 
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1 Nickel ring electrode. 

2 Cast epoxy. 

3 Viton O-ring. 

, , 4 One piece machined brass backing plate. 

5 Rotator shaft. 

6 Teflon slinger rings. 

7 Plexiglass upper housing. 

8 Water outlet. 

9 Compression bolts. 

10 Reference electrode. 

11 Brass water jacket. 

12 Counterelectrode connection. 

13 Water inlet 

14 Plexiglass lower housing. 

15 Platinum resistance thermometer. 

16 Nickel counterelectrode. 

17 Viton O-ring. 
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controller was reaching a steady state value. Expulsion of air was 

easy with the slinger ring system. A principal problem with this setup 

is the unsupported length of rotating shaft with a relatively massive 

electrode dangling at its end. Shaft runout must be minimized. The ele

ctrode must be carefully machined and balanced to reduce any shaft whip 

or oscillations. A sealed bearing mounted closer to the electrode was 

used briefly in this study, but leakage of 2N caustic into the bearing 

was a big problem. The rotator used by Mohr (54) was completely rebuilt. 

Cell bearings were replaced. Rotator shafts were manufactured with. 

especial attention given to minimizing runout. The shaft tip runout was 

held to 0.001 inch when assembled into the rotator. A 1/2 horsepower 

Minarek DC speed controlled motor was used to drive the electrode rotator. 

Rotation. speed could be varied from 600 RPM to 4000 RPM as measured by a 

calibrated strobotac. 

Nickel was the material of construction for the cell walls and the' 

electrode surface. The top and bottom of the cell were fabricated from 

plexiglass. The cell was not corroded by the 2N caustic. Three elec

trode assemblies were successfully built, a fourth was discarded. All of 

the electrodes were considered thin. The electrodes shared a common 

inner radius, ro ' of 3.163+0.003 cm. The outer radius, r l ' was varied. 

The ratio of the inner radius to the outer radius, rolrl ' for the three 

electrodes was 0.9925, 0.9779, and 0.9221. The inner insulating disk, 

the outer annulus, and the back of the assembly were cast from Shell 

826 epoxy. Casting the resin on large assemblies and finding a curing 



temperature which would not separate the plastic from the metal was a 

big problem. 
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After a successful casting, the entire electrode assembly was 

machined. The machining was done with the electrode mounted on the 

rotator shaft. Electrode runout was found to be minimized by using the 

rotator shaft as the reference for the finish machine operations. The 

electrodes and insulating surfaces were then polished metallographical1y. 

The finishing step was a 0.05 micron diamond paste which yielded a highly 

polished surface with no visible scratches. The electrodes were then 

cleaned with Amway L.O.C., rinsed several times with de-ionized water 

given a final rinse with reagent grade acetone. 

A circulating water temperature control system was set up. A 4 

gallon water reservoir was regulated with a Hallakenion controller. 

Several control schemes were tried. The most practical scheme to 

implement also proved effective. An electrode RPM was established, and 

the reservoir temperature was adjusted until the electrolyte temperature 

was maintained at 25.00+0.05°C as measured with a calibrated Rosemount 

platinum resistance thermometer. The system was very stable over the 

course of a run and required very little operator attention after a 

steady state had been achieved. 

The electrochemical reaction was controlled potentiostatically with 

a Princeton Applied Research potentiostat, Model 371. The sides of the 

cylindrical cell served as a counterelectrode. The reference electrode 

was a Beckman calomel with a fiber junction. Voltage sweep rates were 

kept slow, 20 mV/s or 50 mV/s as controlled by a Princeton Applied 
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Research function generator, Model 175. Polarograms were plotted on a 

Hewlett Packard 7044A x-y plotter. Electrode rotation speeds were 

measured with a calibrated "strobotac" stroboscopic tachometer. 

3.3 Ele'ctrochemical Reaction 

A fast redox reaction was chosen for the limiting current studies. 

Selman (78) and other investigators also had learned that choosing a 

basic supporting electrolyte would suppress hydrogen evolution in a 

reduction reaction at the working electrode. The ferricyanide-ferro-

cyanide redox couple was used for the working reaction. 

-3 - -+' -4 
Fe(CN)6 + e + Fe(CN)6 [3-1] 

Potassium ferricyanide was reduced at the working electrode to 

potassium ferrocyanide. Potassium hydroxide was used as the supporting 

electrolyte. The reverse reaction would tend to predominate at the 

counterelectrode. A system balance could be maintained if the starting 

concentrations were equimolar in ferricyanide and ferrocyanide. The 

basic medium, which suppressed hydrogen evolution at the working elec-

trode, tends to enhance oxygen evolution at the counterelectrode. A 

constant concentration system is thus not achieved. The ferricyanide 

concentration must be monitored during the course of a long run. The 

relatively large, 2.5 1, solution reservoir tended to minimize the effect 

of the concentration drift. 

The electrode surface was stabilized by evolving hydrogen at its 

surface for 120 seconds. The electrode would then give repeatable 

limiting current measurements. This procedure was followed every time 
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the solution in the cell was cha.nged. 

The concentration of the KOH was 2 M. The concentrations of the 

potassium ferrocyanide and potassium ferricyanide were approximately 

0.05 M, and each run was subjected to analysis. Broad, flat limiting 

current plateaus were generated. The plateaus typically had widths of 

800 to 1000 millivolts. Limiting currents were easy to determine from 

the polarograms. 

3.4 Discussion 

A series of experiments were performed. The data obtained from these 

runs are presented in Table 3.1. The results are also plotted in Figs. , 
3.2 and 3.3. The abscissa of both plots is a Reynolds number, Re, based 

on the inner ring radius r o 
The ordinate of Fig. 3.2 is a dimension-

less average mass transfer rate, the Sherwood number or Sh, with the 

expected Schmidt number dependence taken into account. The data are 

plotted in a series of points. The solid line is the Levich limiting 

current for laminar flow conditions. The same data are plotted in 

Fig. 3.3. This correlation attempts to cast the variable in a form which 

is least sensitive to inaccuracy in the measurement of 

The current is put into the form 

I 
2 

nFCcor10 

r o 
and 

This dimensionless variable represented by Eq. 3-2 is similar to a 

[3-2] 

Stanton number. The current is not averaged over the area, thus the 

difficulty in accurately measuring the two radii is circumvented. 

Both plots exhibit the same characteristics of the data. This 
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Table 3.1. Data from rotating ring experiments 

r 
ro/ri 

C X102 
I {1 Re_5 

Sh_2 SC_3 
0 CD 

cm gmo1e/R. A RPM x10 x10 x10 

3.163 .9925 5.000 .0430 610 .624 .733 1. 716 

3.163 .9925 5.000 .0520 1000 1.023 .886 1.716 

3.163 .9925 5.000 .0565 1220 1.248 .963 1. 716 

3.163 .9925 5.000 .0580 1340 1.371 .989 1. 716 

3.163 .9925 5.000 .0605 1500 1.535 1.031 1.716 

3.163 .9925 5.000 .0630 1680 1. 719 1.074 1.716 

3.163 .9925 5.000 .0645 1800 1.842 1.099 1. 716 

3.163 .9925 5.000 .0655 1880 1.924 1.116 1. 716 

3.163 .9925 5.000 .0665 1970 2.016 1.134 1. 716 

3.163 .9925 5.000 .0675 2020 2.067 1.151 1.716 

3.i63 .9925 5.000 .0685 2060 2.108 1.168 1.716 

3.163 .9925 5.000 .0715 2250 2.302 1.219 1.716 

3.163 .9925 5.000 .0435 660 .675 .741 1. 716 

3.163 .9925 5.000 .0523 1010 1.034 .891 1.716 

3.163 .9925 5.000 .0598 1580 1.617 1.018 1. 716 

3.163 .9925 5.000 .0635 1880 1.924 1.082 1.716 

3.163 .9925 5.000 .0653 2030 2.077 1.112 1. 716 
3.163 .9925 5.000 .0683 2250 2.302 1.163 1.716 

3.163 .9925 5.000 .0680 2240 2.292 1.159 1. 716 
3.163 .9779 2.540 .0475 636 .. 670 1.568 1.688 
3.163 .9779 2.540 .0523 780 .822 1. 726 1.688 

3.163 .9779 2.540 .0563 920 .970 1.858 1.688 
3.163 .9779 2.540 .0588 1020 1.075 1.941 1.688 

3.163 .9779 2.540 .0623 1160 1.223 2.056 1.688 
3.163 .9779 2.540 .0652 1295 1.365 2.152 1.688 
3.163 .9779 2.540 .0685 1460 1.539 2.261 1.688 
3.163 .9779 2.540 .0695 1510 1.592 2.294 1.688 
3.163 .9779 2.540 .0722 1640 1. 729 2.383 1.688 
3.163 .9779 2.540 .0743 1780 1.876 2.452 1.688 
3.163 .9779 2.520 .0758 1900 2.003 2.502 1.688 
3.163 .9779 2.540 .0768 1940 2.045 2.535 1.688 
3.163 .9779 2.540 .0786 2080 2.192 2.594 .1688 
3.163 .9779 2.540 .0812 2185 2.303 2.680 1.688 
3.163 .9779 2.540 .0867 2480 2.614 2.862 1.688 
3.163 .9779 2.540 .0916 2800 2.951 3.023 1.688 
3.163 .9779 2.540 .0975 3450 3.636 3.218 1.688 
3.163 .9779 2.540 .1067 3630 3.826 3.522 1.688 
3.163 .9779 2.540 .1105 4010 4.227 3.647 1.688 
3.163 .9779 2.220 .0415 635 .670 1.565 1.684 
3.163 .9779 2.220 .0675 2080 2.194 2.545 1.684 
3.163 .9779 2.220 .0490 920 .970 1.848 1. 684 
3.163 .9779 2.220 .0645 1900 2.004 2.432 1. 684 
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Table 3.1. (cont.) 

r 
ro/r1 

C X102 I. n Re Sh_2 
sC_

3 
0 gm~le/1 x10-5 

cm A RPM x10 x10 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .2250 728 .861 4.074 1. 711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .2350 800 .947 4.255 1. 711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .2475 900 1.065 4.481 1..711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .2550 1000 1.183 4.617 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .2665 1100 1.302 4.825 1. 711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .2785 1200 1.420 5.042 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .2875 1300 1.538 5.205 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .2985 1400 1.657 5.404 1. 711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .3090 1500 1.775 5.595 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .3175 1600 1. 893 5.748 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .3275 1700 2.012 5.930 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .3365 1800 2.130 6.092 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .3460 1900 2.248 6.264 1. 711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .3565 2000 2.367 6.455 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .2500 1000 1.183 4.526 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .3550 2000 2.367 6.427 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .2283 800 .947 4.133 1. 711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .2500 1000 1.183 4.526 1. 711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .2'800 1300 1.538 5.070 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .2913 1400 1.657 5.274 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .3208 1700 2.012 5.808 1. 711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .3450 1990 2.355 6.246 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .3500 2000 2.367 6.337 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .3663 2200 2.603 6.632 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .3850 2400 2.840 6.971 1. 711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .4013 2600 3.077 7.266 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .4188 2800 3.313 7.583 1. 711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .4325 3000 3.550 7.831 1. 711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .4480 3200 3.787 8.111 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .4650 3400 4.023 8.419 1. 711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .4850 3600 4.260 8.781 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .4963 3800 4.497 8.986 1. 711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .5113 4000 4.733 9.257 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .5138 4000 4.733 9.303 1. 711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .2500 1000 1.183 4.526 1.711 

3.163 .9221 4.530 .3475 2000 2.367 6.292 1.711 
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set of data shows some detail which is not expected. The deviation from 

the laminar flow expression begins at lower Re than would be expected 

from other investigations. The transitional flow as indicated by the 

5 mass-transfer measurement appears to begin at a Re of about 0.9x10 to 

5 5 lxlO rather than the more typically accepted number of 2xl0 based on 

a disk outer radius. These rings are so thin that either radius may be 

used as a characteristic length with little effect on the Reynolds 

number. One explanation for the early onset of transition flow is that 

a "tripping effect" was initiated at the inner radius, r , of the ring 
o 

electrode. The surface of the electrode was finished with 0.5 ~m 

diamond paste and was smooth and shiny. However, the inner edge of the 

electrode could be detected by scraping a thumbnail over it. A polishing 

effect results because two materials of differing hardness were not 

removed at equal rates by the polishing paste. The tripping effect may 

well be an inherent feature in ring electrodes. 

A second unusual feature of the data is the negative deviation of 

the flux from the predicted Levich flux in the transitional region and 

the early turbulent stages. The average current appears to be returning 

to a positive deviation from the Levich value at the higher Reynolds 

numbers. The size of the electrodes and rotation speed limited the 
..-.; 

\(f2- 5 
scope of the investigation to be less than 5x10. The negative 

deviation in the transition region was also observed by Deslouis, et 

al. (23). Their system had a drag reducing agent added. The negative 

deviation was shown to be enhanced by the drag reducer. A study of a 

theoretical model of mass transfer to rotating rings and disks by Law 
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(79,80) showed that the effect could be indicated but no quantitative 

agreement between the data and the model could be reached. The model 

performed very well for disks and thick rings. 

The scatter 1n the data was greatly reduced, but the functional 

dependence of mass transfer on the Schmidt number was' not unequivocally 

established. The rings were sufficiently thin that the concentration 

boundary layer was not fully developed. The mass-transfer characteristics 

of the electrodes were dominated by the effect of the viscous sublayer. 

The data were modeled by Law [80] and reported by Law, Pierini, and 

Newman [79]. The thin-ring data were modeled with mass transfer chara-

-2/3 -3/4 terized by Sc and also by Sc • No improvement in describing the 

-3/4 data was gained by using Sc • One would be inclined then to adopt 

the position of Deslouis, Tribbolet, and Viet [84] for very small elec

trodes and use Sc-2/ 3 since the correct asymptotic limiting behavior as 

the electrode area goes to zero is also obtained. 

Three distinct groups of thought exist on which Sc number dependence 

one should use, i.e., sc-2/ 3, Sc-0•704 , and Sc-3/ 4 • Only Shaw and 

Hanratty [81] propose sc-0 •704 • Levich [89] and Ellison and Cornet I77] 

-3/4 -2/3 like Sc • Sc is championed by the majority of investigators 124, 

53, 54, 79, 80, 82, 83, 84, 86, 87, 88, 90]. The issue is not completely 

-2/3 . 
settled, but the trend is to Sc • 
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n 

Re 

Sc 

Sh 

List of Symbols 

concentration of reacting species in the bulk solution, 

mole/cm3 

2 
diffusion coefficient of the reacting species, cm /sec 

Faraday's constant, 96,487 coulombs/equiv. 

limiting current, A 

number of electrons in reaction 

inner radius of ring electrode, cm 

outer radius of ring electrode, cm 

2 Reynolds number, r l n/v 

Schmidt number, v/D 

Sherwood number, (r
l 

- r )I/n(r2 - r2)nFD 
o 1 0 

Greek characters 

k · i' . 2/ 1nemat c V1SCOS1ty, cm sec 

rotation speed, rod/sec or revolutions per minute 
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IV Axisymmetric Cylindrical Cells 

4.1 Introduction 
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An axisymmetric cylindrical cell is a convenient one for use with a 

rotating disk or ring-disk electrode. A counterelectrode could naturally 

occupy the opposite end of the cell and be a mercury pool or a stationary 

disk. Newman ~14) computed the ~rimary current distribution for a disk 

electrode surrounded by an infinite insulating plane with the counter

electrode being the entire hemisphere at infinity. The effects of mass 

transfer and kinetics were included in a later paper for a similar cell 

(16). A carefully designed disk and cell can approach conditions which 

allow calculations for infinite cells to be applied to finite laboratory 

sized cells without correction. Previous recommendations for constructing 

electrodes and cells have been made based upon hydrodynamic and mass 

transfer considerations (1,69,70). Sawyer and Roberts (71). give some 

advice on locating the reference electrode in a cell. However, the 

effect of cell size on the potential distribution does not seem to have 

been considered, even though the potential mapping experiments of Angell, 

Dickenson, and Greif (68) around various rotating disk electrode mantles 

were performed in cells small enough to affect the distribution. The 

isopotential surfaces they mapped were found to be in qualitative agree

ment with Newman's result (14). Miller and Bellavance (28) performed 

single and double probe mapping experiments in a finite cell. Their 

mapping measurements of the potential distribution near the disk show 

good agreement with theory, but interruptor measurements of resistance 

reflect a small influence of cell geometry. 



Better insight into these experiments can be gained by computing 

the effect of the cell walls. Current interruptors have been shown to 

measure a resistance corresponding to a primary distribution (76). To 

interpret accurately the meaning of the resistance, the effect of the 

cell must be included. Controlled potential electrolysis requires care-

ful design of cells to minimize potential variation across the working 

electrodes and has been previously treated by Newman and Harrar (67). 

The effect of cell walls on current and potential distributions has been 

investigated for several planar geometries (62,72,73). Drossbach (63) 

has analytic solutions for cylindrical cells which have working and 

counterelectrodes of equal diameter. The solutions are infinite series 

which were developed in a cylindrical coordinate system. A large number 

of terms would be necessary to describe accurately the behavior of the 
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field near the electrodes. The following treatment can be easily extended 

to the case of Drossbach and should give better results with fewer terms. 

The disk and cell treated are shown in Fig. 4.1. A working electrode 

of radius rd occupies some fraction of the upper plane of the cell. 

The remaining area, that between the edge of the disk and the cell wall 

and the vertical cell walls of height h, is considered to be an insula-

tor. The bottom of the cell is composed entirely of a counterelectrode 

of radius r A method of superposition is developed to solve Laplace's 
c 

equation for the cell in Fig. 1 where both the working and counter-

electrodes have uniform potential distributions. Thus, the primary 

current and potential distributions are obtained for the cell. 
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a) 

b) 

h 

XBL 793-8830 
Fig. 4.2. a) Current lines for a disk electrode in an infinite insulating 

plane. b) The qualitative effect on the current lines by 
channelization with an insulating cylinder of height h. 
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4.2 Analysis 

The solution for the primary distribution for a disk electrode in 

an infinite insulting plane was developed by Newman (14) using a classical 

separation-of-variables technique. Laplace's equation 

'V2~ = 0 

which is the basic governing equation to be solved is linear, so any 

solution of Eq. [4-1] may be added to any other solution, and the resul

ting field will satisfy Laplace's equation. Superposition is the tech

nique of adding up simple solutions to Eq. [4-1] so that a prescribed 

boundary condition is met •. The disk and cell shown in Fig. 4.1 have a 

current distribution on the top electrode which is similar to the disk in 

an infinite plane. An essential similarity is the manner in which the 

current density becomes infinite as r approaches rd on the upper 

electrode. This feature of Newman's solution suggests that a superposition 

approach to correct the infinite problem to a finite-cell problem would 

be more advantageous than a finite difference technique. Visualize a 

cylindrical insulator placed axisymmetrically over the disk in an infinite 

plane as shown in Fig. 4.2. The current which flowed to infinity along 

the plane of the disk is forced to flow along the walls of the insulating 

cylinder. The open end of the cylinder would then be capped with a 

counterelectrode. Qualitatively, this is the procedure used to correct 

the original solution • 

To develop this solution quantitatively, a sequence of potential 

functions which satisfy Eq. [4-1] will be defined that allow satisfaction 
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of the boundary conditions of constant-potential electrode surfaces and 

insulating walls of the cell. A natural set of functions to consider 

are the functions which result from the separation-of-variables solution 

to Eq. [4-1] in rotational elliptic coordinates. The first term of the 

series yields the primary distribution for the infinite-plane problem. 

Newman (16) demonstrated the utility of the remaining terms for compu-

ting secondary distributions and for combining into below-the-limiting-

current calculation schemes. The orthogonal properties of the terms 

give powerful leverage in describing potential variations across the 

disk electrode. Newman (11.14) derived functions 

~ n,o [4-2] 

where n and ~ are related to the coordinate system of Fig. 1 by 

[ 
2 2 ] 1/2 

r = rd (1 + ~ )(1 -n ) 

P2n(n) are Legendre polynomials (17), and M2n(~) are functions 

which satisfy 

(1 + ~2) d~ + 2~ dM _ 2n (2n + l)M = 0 
d~2 d~ 

with boundary conditions 

M = 1 at ~ = 0 

and 

[4-3] 

[4-4] 

[4-5] 

[4-6] 

M + 0 as ~ + ~ • [4-7] 

.. 



The functions t are well behaved at the centerline and give a zero n,o 

current density on the insulating plane surrounding the disk. They may 

be superposed to give an arbitrary potential distribution on the disk. 

With the functions of Eq. [4-2], the boundary conditions on the upper 

disk and surrounding plane can be met but not those on the insulating 

cylinder and the counterelectrode. 

These conditions will be met by defining a sequence of corrections 
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which can be added to the functions of Eq. [4-2] in the following manner 

k 
~ =L~ 

n j=O n,j 
[4-8] 

k indicates the number of corrections in the sequence. The correction 

functions indexed by j in Eq. [4-8] are required to be solutions to 

Eq. [4-1] written in cylindrical coordinates 

,!.L (r a~) + a2~ = 0 • 
r dr ar az2 

[4-9] 

The normal component of the current through the walls of the cell can 

be expressed for the n-th function through the k-th correction as 

i k(r ,z) n, c 
k a~n,j 

= -K L -"'I:--L.>4-

j=O. or r=r c 

[4-10] 

Eq. [4-10] will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of corrections 

as they are added. 

The first type of correction function, ~ l' is chosen to n, 

eliminate the current near the bottom corner of the cell where the 



insulating cylinder is normal to the counterelectrode. 

tn,l. = -4K-!d cn,l cosh eo ~:-Z») J o (_~:_r ) 
is the first zero of J , the Bessel function (17). The 

o 

[4-11] 

constant 

c is evaluated by requir~ng Eq. [4-10] to be zero at r = rand n,l c 
z = 0 , which gives 

4rdrc 1 
c 1 = -i (r ,0) I [Q Jl(Q ) cosh (Q h/r )]-n, n,o coo 0 c 

[4-12] 
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The function in Eq. [4-11] serves to deflect some of the current from the 

side wall and onto the bottom of the cell, without disturbing the current 

distribution on the top surface of the cell. 

The remaining current through the cell walls is evaluated by means 

of Eq. [4-10] with k equal to 1. A second solution to Eq. [4-9] is 

4> = _1_ C c 10 (7T(1-~/2)r) sin (7T(1-~/2)Z) • 
n,2 4Krd 1=1 n,2,1 

[4-13] 

This correction function has zero potential at the bottom of the cell and 

zero current density at the top. The coefficients c n,2,1 are evaluated 

by forcing Eq. [4-10] to be zero at r = r and c o < z < h with 

k equal to 2 

c n,2,1 = 
h 

8 rd J 
(

7T(1-l/2r)rc) 
7T(1 - 1/2) I II h 0 

. (7T(1-1/ 2Z») 
S1n h dz • 

i l(r ,z) X n, c 

[4-14] 
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Two sets of functions, that in Eq. [4-11] and those in Eq. [4-13], have 

been combined in order to cancel the current through the cylindrical wall 

due to the disk function in Eq. [4-21. In principle, the functions in 

Eq. [4-131 would have been sufficient. However, all these functions give 

zero radial current at z = ° , and even a large number of terms would 

have done an inadequate job •. By using the first correction term, the 

residual current on the wall at z = ° is already reduced to zero, and 

the residual current is well fitted by the form of the second correction 

function. Thus Eq. [4-131 can be truncated after a few terms. 

The boundary condition of zero current density along the cylindrical 

cell walls is now satisfied. The potential along the counterelectrode 

must now be made uniform. The next correction function must be chosen 

carefully. The solution to Eq. [4-9] must have a zero current density 

along the sides and the top of the cell 

~ = K + _I ~ c J o (ArR.c
r

) cosh til (hr-cZ») [4-15] n,3 4Krd R.=l n,3,R. ~ 

AR. are the zeros of the Bessel function, J l (17). The coefficients 

c 3 II are evaluated by computing ~ , Eq. [4-8], with k = 2 and n, ,~ n 

setting 

for 

~ (r,O) = -~ 3(r,O) n n, 

° < r < r - c 

[4-161 

[4-17] 

(Actually, it may be noted that the correction terms in Eq. [4-13] make 

no contribution here because the sine term is always zero at z = 0 .) 



The coefficients are 

c = -n,3,1 

and 

K = - Je 
o 

~ (r,O) rdr 
n 

[4-18] 

[4-19] 

chosen so that the potential will now be zero on the countere1ectrode. 

All boundary conditions are now satisfied except for a uniform potential 

across the top disk. The final solution is achieved by summing up all 

the generated correction functions in the following manner 

[4-20] 

~1 being evaluated from Eq. [4-8] with k = 3 utilizing all of the 
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previously developed constants. The coefficients c
1 

are found by 

requiring that the potential ~TOTAL be constant between zero and rd 

along the upper disk. A Gram-Schmidt process is used to compute c
1 

(75). 

Appendix E contains a computer program which performs these calculations. 

4.3 Results 

The outlined scheme of computation was programmed and run on a 

digital computer. The solution was found to converge in most cases with 

only 2 functions as defined by Eq. [4-8], and within those functions, 
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the series of Eq. [4-13] and Eq. [4-15] could be truncated with 20 terms 

or less. Resistances for a l~rge number of cell configurations were 

computed and plotted in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4, where R is made dimension-

less with the resistance of a disk electrode with radius rd in an 

infinite cell. The electrdde dimensions were held constant, and the 

height of the cylinder was varied in Fig. 4.3. When rc/rd is equal 

to unity, the upper electrode fills the entire area of the cylinder, 

and the dimensionless resistance can be computed analytically as 

4Kr R = 
c 

[4-21] 

and is the upper bound for the curves in Fig. 4.3. As the ratio rc/rd 

becomes larger, the upper disk is shrinking, and the cell appears more 

like the infinite cell. This is reflected in the trend of the dimension-

less resistance towards unity for these curves, except for extremely 

short cells. The same dimensionless resistance is plotted in Fig. 4.4 

with cells of constant height and varying disk radius. The shorter 

cylinders in Fig. 4.4 require a much smaller upper disk electrode to 

approach the infinite cell resistance. To design a cell for which 

uncorrected calculations are accurate, values of h/rd and rd/rc must 

be chosen so that the resistance ratio is close to unity in Fig. 4.3 or 

Fig. 4.4. 

Miller and Bellavance (28) reported a resistance and extensive 

potential mapping for a cell of the configuration shown in Fig. 4.5a. 

This cell was modeled in sections as shown in Fig. 4.Sb. The idealiza-

tion assumes that an equipotential plan exists in the cell; resistances 
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are then calculated for both the upper and lower cell. Since most of 

the potential drop occurs close to the electrode surface, the computed 

resistance is relatively insensitive to the location of the equipotential 

plane in the cell model. The results using the dimensions of Fig. 4.5 

give a resistance of 11.32 ohms, which can be compared to the reported 

value of 11.35 ohms and contrasted with the value of 11.03 ohms for the 

disk electrode in an infinite cell. In particular, the effect of the 

geometry of the cell walls and the counterelectrode is adequate to 

account for the departure of the interruptor resistance from the infinite

cell value, and no support can be found for the computation of a 

resistance value based on the area average of the potential of the 

solution adjacent to the electrode, as suggested by Nanis (64,66). 

Nanis's argument leads to a predicted resistance 8.076 percent higher 

than the primary resistance. Without correction for finite-wall effects, 

that prediction is 11.92 ohms versus 11.03 for the primary resistance. 

The experimental value of 11.35 does lie between these values. With a 

correction for the finite walls of the cell, Nanis's argument leads to 

a value of 12.23 ohms, and the experimental result is decisively in 

agreement with the primary resistance. 

Isopotential lines for the cell of Fig. 4.5 are mapped in Fig. 4.6. 

The potential lines close to the electrodes are quite similar to those 

plotted in Fig. 1 of Newman (14) for the disk electrode in an infinite 

cell. The effect of the cell walls is exhibited most strongly by the 

bending of potential lines near the wall of the cell. The bending of 
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the potential lines and the presence of the counterelectrode explain the 

deviation of Miller and Bellavance's interruptor resistance from the 

calculated resistance as suggested by Newman (76). 

This technique of superimposing solutions to Laplace's equation to 

satisfy boundary conditions appears to be complicated and unwieldy when 

compared to finite-difference techniques. However the computer program 

is straightforward, and the resulting calculations correctly take into 

account the nature of the infinite current density at the edge of the 

smaller disk. The results of the calculations will be useful to design 

finite rotating-disk cells which give results in agreement with the 

simpler .calculations for an infinite cell, thus eliminating the need 

for the more detailed computations. 
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List of Symbols 

constants associated with potential functions. 

vertical height of cell, cm. 

2 current density, A/cm • 

total current, A. 

modified Bessel function of the first kind of 

order O. 

modified Bessel function of the first kind of 

order 1. 

indices. 

Bessel function of the first kind of order O. 

Bessel function of the first kind of order 1. 

constant of Eq. [4-18]. 

Legendre function, see Eq. [4-4]. 

Legendre polynomial. 

first zero of J Q = 2.4048255558. 
0' 0 

radial coordinate, cm. 

radius of cell, cm. 

radius of working electrode, cm. 

total resistance of cell, ohms. 

vertical coordinate, cm. 

rotational elliptic coordinates. 

potential in cell, v. 
see Eq. [4~7], corrected function, v. 
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t n,1 
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correction terms, V. 

zeros of J1• 

electrical conductivity, mhos/em. 
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Appendix A: A Computer Program for the Computation of Be1ow-the-Limiting 
Current Distributions for Ring Electrodes 

A computer program was written to solve the basic equations outlined 

in Chapter I. The techniques described in Appendices A and Bare incor-

porated into the program. 

X,TN 

!.MAX 

R01 

AN 

TPLUS 

The input variables are 

The Gaussian quadrature abscissas and weights. 

Number of points in integration routines for concentration 
and potential. 

N as defined by Eq. [1-12]. 

Transference number, "Eq. [1-10]. 

ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA Parameters defined in Eq. [1-9]. 

EXCJ 

FLUX 

DAMP 

Parameter J as defined by Eq. [1-11]. 

i /i " the average current density average average, limiting , 
divided by the average limiting current density. 

A damping factor which assures convergence for some 
solutions, 0 < DAMP < 1.0. 



DIMENSION R(61),l(61),C(61),CURC61),EC61),ANIONC 61) 
DIMENSION X(40),WC40),F(40,61),FF(40,61),FFF(61),CUG(40) 

1 FOHMATCJI4) 
2 FOHMATCIOE8.4) 
J FORMATCS£16.10) 
16 FORMATC5X,14HNO CONVERGENCE II) 

105 FORMAT (7HIALPHA=,F8.4,9H, BETA=,F8.4,lOH, GAMMA=,FS.4,9H, 
1 ,J =,F8.4) 

109 FORMATCSX,I4) 
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117 FORMATCIX,16HRATIO OF 0+/0- =,Fll.S,5X,4HROl=,F12.8/) 
202 FORMAT (3H N=,FI0.4,10H, TPLUS=,F8.4,6H, V=,FIO.5,8H, AVG=, 

IFIO.61 
1 58HO R CATION ANION CUR ETA 
1/(SFI2.5) ) 

203 FORMAT(2F5.0) 
READC5,1) IH,IHH,IM 
IHP1=IH+l 
tHOL=O. 000001 
R[ADCS,3) CXCI),I=IHPl,IM) 
HEADCS,3) (W(I),1=IHP1,IM) 
uv4I=1,IM 
IFCI-IH) S,5,6 

5 IR=IM-I+l 
XCI)=O.5-0.5*XCIR) 
w<I)=WCIR) 
GO TO 4 

6 XCl)=0.5+0.5*XCI) 
4 wCI)=O.5*W(I) 

HEAD C 5 rl) LMAX 
HEAD(S,,) ROI 
CALLRINGT1 (LMAX,R01,R,Z,DZP) 
CALL POTENSCROl,l.,R,LMAX,X,W,IM,F,FF,FFF) 
REAO(S,2) AN'TPLUS'A~PHA'BETA,GAM~A'EXC,J,ORP 

7 R~AD(S,20J) FLUX,DAMP 
IF(FLUX.NE.~.O) GO·TO 8 

STOP 
8 ,JCOUNT=O 

TAF=1.0 
FAT=I.0 
EXCH=1./EXC,J 
C(1)=1.0 
URP=ORP**C2./3.) 
CT=1.0+0RP 
C2=1.11984652 
C1=0.0 
FLUXL=C2*Cl.O-R01**3)**C2. / 3.)/C1.O-R01**2) 
CUR(I)=AN*FLUXL*FLUX 
IFCROl.GT.O.O) GO TO 11 
Cl=FLUX*C2 
C Cl) =1. a-FLUX 

11 IF(EXCH.~T.400.0) GO TO 10 
EXCH=l.O 
EXCJ=O.O 
IFCCURC1'.LT.0.0) FAT=O 
IFCCUR(1).GE.O.0) TAF=O 

10 CALL ETACBCETAC,ETAS,cCl),CUR(l),TPLUS,AN,EXCH,GAMMA,ALPHA'tiETA,TA 
IF,FAT,CT,ORP,Cl) 



009L=J.,LMAX 
ceU=cU) 

9 ECL)=ETAC+ETAS 
wRITE(6,105) ALPHA,8cTA'GAMMA,EXCJ 
COLO =0 
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12 JCOUNT=JCOUNT+l 
CALL THETAeC,CUR,R,EXCH,AN,ALPHA,8ETA,GAMMA,TAF,FAT,CT,DRP' 

lCl,C2,LMAX,XJ,E) . 
CALL CU~SECR01,1.0,CUR'R'LMAX,OLP,X'IM,CUG) . 
V=E(l)tPOTENT(I,IM,CUG,CUR,F,FF,FFF) 
0013L=2,LMAX 
PHl=V 
PHI=PHI-POTENTCL,IM,CUG,CUR,F,FF,FFF) 

13 cCl)=ECL)+OAMP.CPHI-£CL» 
IF(JCOUNT.GT.400) GO TO 14 
IF(ABS(XJ-COLO)-STOL*ABS(XJ).LE.O.O) GO TO 15 
COLO=XJ 
\iO TO 12 

14 ~RITEe6'16) 
15 COI-JTlNUE 

uol1l=l,LMAX 
CURCI)=CURCI)/AN/FLUXL 

17 ANION(I)=CT-DRP*CCI) 
AVa=XJ/O.5/C2/(1.0-H01*·J)**C2.Q/3.0) 
LlRP=ORP **1 .5 
~RITEC6,117) DRP,ROI 
wHITEC6,202) AN,TPLUS,V 'AVS,CR(J)'C (J),ANION(J),CURCJ),E eJ),J=l 

1,LI",AX) 
wRITEC6,109) JCOUNT 
130 TO 7 
I:NO 
SUBROUTINE RINGTICLMAX,R01,R,Z,OZP) 
COMMON/RINGT2/ AC61,61),B(61) 
DIMENSION R(61),le61) 
EX=1./3. 
EXX=2./3. 
£=3./2./0.892979512 
F=.2*E 
tit3=l.-ROI 
C=l.+HOI 
DlP=2./FLOATCLMAX-l) 
.!P=-1.0-l)ZP 
UOII=l,LMAX 
LP=ZP+OZP 
u=l. 
IFCZP.LT.O.) 0=-1.0 
RCI)=CO*bB*CO*ZP)**EA+C)/2.0 

1 Z(1)=RCIJ**3 
DOlN=2,LMAX 
D021=2,N 

2 ACN,I)=E*R(N)*C(ZCN)-Z(I»**EXX-(ZCN)-ZeI-l»**EXX)/eZCI)~Z(I-l» 
£X=l.o+£XX 
UOJI=2,LMAX 

3 ~(I)=F*C(1.0-Z(1»**EX-(1.O-ZCI-l»**EX)/(Z(I)-ZCI-l» 
RETURN 
E:~D 
SU~ROUTINE THETA(C,CUR,R,EXCH,AN,ALPHA,BETA,GAMMA,TAF,FAT,CT,DRP' 

lCl,C2,LMAX,XJ,E) 



COMMON/HINGT2/AC61,bl),BC61) 
UIMENSION C(61),CUR(61)'R(61),E(61) 
lC=EXCH*AN 
UOIL=2,LMAX 
~UM=O 
IF(L.~Q.2) GOTO~ 
M:L-l 
DO 2 1=2,M 

2 SuM=SUM+CCI)*CA(L,I)-ACL,I+l» 
~ ETA=ECU 

~A=TAF*EXPCALPHA*ETA) 
~d=FAT*EXP(-8ETA*ETA) 
EU=C(I)*ACL,2)-Cl-SUM 
CCL)=(EC*EO-CT*EA)/ClC*A(L,L)-ORP*EA-EB) 

1 CUR(L)=AN*CC(L>*A(L'L)-EO) 
XJ=O 
U03L=2 , L,.lAX 

J XJ=XJ+(C(L)-CCL-l»*B(L) 
XJ=O.o*Cl+ XJ 
Ht:TURI~ 

90 

EI"O 
SUBROUTINE ETACBCETAC,ETAS,C,CUH,TPLUS,AN,EXCH,GAMMA,ALPHA,UETA,TA 

IF,FAT,CT,ORP,Cl) 
DIMENSION C( 61),CUR( 61) 

. 7 ETAC=ALOG(C(1)/CCT-URP*CC1») 
J=O 
uUM =-CURCl)*EXCH/C(1)**Cl.-BETA)/CCT-ORP*CCl»*.8ETA 
IFCDUM .GE.O.O) ETAS= ALOG(FAT +DUM)/ALPHA 
IFCOUM .LT.O.O) ETAS=-ALOG(TAF-DUM)/8ETA 
IF CDUM ) 8,10,8 

8 J=J+1 
F=TAF*EXPC ALPHA*ETA5)-EXpC-8ETA*ETAS)*FAT 
FP=ALPHA*TAF*EXP(ALPHA*ETAS) +8ETA*EXP(-BETA*ETAS)*FAT 
IF(J.GT.200) GOTOI0 
IF (A~S(OUM -F) - O.OOOOOOl*A~S(DUM » 10,10,9 

~ ETAS= ETAS + (DUM -F)/fP 
GOT08 

10 RloTURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE POTENS CHA,RB,R,LMAX,X,W,IM ,f,FF,FFF) . 
OIMENSIO~ R(61),X(40),WC40),FC40,61),FFC40,61),FFFC61) 
Pl=3.14159265 
PI2=2./Pl 
DOlI=!, LMAX 
002J=1,IM 
HDIF=RB-RA 
HP=RDIF*XCJ)+RA 
fCJ,I)=O 
FFCJ,I)=O 
IFCRP.EQ.R(I» GOT02 
H~R=RP/CKCI)+RP) 
X~=4.*RCI)*HPR*RPR/H~ 
UUM=P12*ROIF*WCJ) 
FtJ,I)=uUM*EKCXM)*RPH 
IFCRCl).LT.RA) GOTO~ 
IFCRCI).GT.RS) GOT02 
FFCJ'I)=OUM*ALOGCl.-XM)/4. 

2 COI~TlNUE. 



1 

1 

2 

1 

FFFU)=O 
IF(R(I).LT.RA) GOTOl 
IF(R(I).GT.RB) GOTOl 
IF(RB.NE,R(I» FFF(I)=FFF(I)+(Ra-R(I»*ALOG(RB~R(I» 
IF«R6+R(1»,NE.O.) FFF(I)=FFFCl)-(RB+R(l»*ALOG(RB+R(I» 
IF(R(l),NE,RA) FFF(l)=FFF(I)+(R(I)-RA)*ALOG(R(I)-RA) 
IF«RA+R(I»,NE,O., FFF(I)=FFFCI)+(RA+R(I»*ALOG(RA+RCl» 
FFF(l'=-FFFCI)/Pl 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION POTENT(J.IM.CU6.CUR.F.FF.FFF) 
DIMENSION CUG(40).CUR(61).FC40.b1),FFC40.61).FFF(61) 
POTENT=O 
uOll=l.lM 
POTENT=POTENT+CUG(I)*F(I.J)+CUR(J)*FF(I,J) 
POTENT=POTENT+CUR(J)·FFF(J) 
POTENT=-POTENT 
RlTURN 
E.NU 
FUNCTION EK CEM) 
EM1=1,O-t:M 
~K=1,~86294~6112 
IF(EM1.LE..O.O) RETURN 
[K=1.j86294~6112+t:Ml*CO.09666~44259+EM1*(O.03590092383+EM1*( 
lO.0374256371~+EM1*O.01451196212»)-(O.5+EM1*CO,12498593597+t:Ml*( 
20.068B0248576+EM1*(O,~3~28355~46+EM1*O.00441787012»))*ALOG(EM1) 

HE.TURN 
(NO 
SuaROUTlhE CURSE(RA.RB.CUR.H.LMAX,OZ,X.IM,CUG) 
U1MENSION CUR(61)'R(61)'XC40),CU~C40) 
S=RB-RA . 
C=RA+RB 
OOlI=1.1M 
RP=(Ra-RA'*X(I)+RA 
Ll=O 
Ll=LI+l 
LU=L,+l 
IF(R(Lll).LE.RP) GOT02 
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LU=Ll +1 
CUG(1)=CUR(Ll)+(CUR(LII)-CUR(LI»*(RP.*2-RCLI)**2)/(RCLll)**2-R(LI 

1)**2) 
Rt:.TURN 
~NU 



Appendix B: A Computer Program for Below-the-Limiting Current Distri
butions on Rotating Ring-Disk Electrodes. 

The following program was written to solve the equations outlined 

in Chapter 2. The concepts used in Appendices A and B are incorporated 

into the program. 

x,w 

!.MAX 

LAN 

LRING 

RA 

RB 

Rc 

RD 

FLUX 

AN 

TPLUS 

A list of input variables: 

The Gaussian quadrature abscissas and weights. 

Number of points on disk. 

Number of points on annulus. 

Number of points on ring. 

Inner electrode could be ring or disk. RA = 0 for disk. 

Inner radius of second electrode, r1/r2 • 

O~ter radius or second electrode, r2/r2 • 

i . kIt k' • center dis dis limiting 

Parameter N as defined by Eq. [2-13]. 

Transference number. 

ALPHA, BETA, GAMM a, e, y as defined in Eqs. [2-5] and [2-6]. 

EXCJ Parameter J as defined byEq. [2-14]. 

DRP Ratio of reactant to product diffusion coefficient. 

DAMP Damping factor; 0 < DAMP < 1.0 • 
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REAL LAMBDA 
DOUBLE PRECISION DU~~Y 
DI~ENSION X(40)'WC40)'LA~3DAC60).BESSE(60),FC5'40).P(~'40),CQes,40 

11,CURe5,40).RESISTeS),CeS,60),CO(S),QK(5),SUM(5),RC40),ANS(20). 
2PTe5,61,61)'Z(40),RPe40),SCI0,10).POTP(5.40),POTCLC5,40) 

101 FOR~AT CFI0.S,SFll.6) 
102 FOR~AT CSF9.S) 
103 FORMAT C3I4) 
10~ FOR~AT C9FS.S) 
105 FORMAT C2El1.S) 
100 FORMAT CIH1,SH RW=.r12.4,6H, H=,F12.~) 
lOS FORMAT C6E12.9) 
109 FORMATC3X,'RATIO OF AVERAGE RESISTANCE OR pOTENTIAL'/l0X,SF11.6) 
110 FOR~AT(/3X.'POTENTIAL uISTRIBUTIONS ALONG UPPER DISK'/) 
111 FORMATC/3x.'lCURRENT DIST~IBUTION ALONG UPpER DISK'/) 

112 FORMATCI13X,'B VALUES'IC2X.SEI0.3») 
113 FORMATCFI0.S.SE11.~) 
114 FOR~ATC3X,'NUMBER OF TER~S IN PHI-SUB-3 SERI(S=',I4) 
115 FORMATC3X,'NUM8(R OF T(R~S IN PHI-SUB-2 SERIES =',I~) 
116 FOR~ATC7E12.6,I2) 
117 FOR~ATC'lPOTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION ALONG PLANE'II) 
118 FORMATC'lPOTENTIAL DISTRI3UTION ALONG CENTER LINE'II) 
119 FORMATC'-9999',2FI0.3) 
120 FOR~ATC' ENTER OUTPUT FILE ~ AND THEN IPR, 0 LIMITS PRINT, 14') 
121 FOR~ATC6E12.6) 
122 FORMATC'INR=',I,,'NZ=·.I~) 

NPHI3=60 
wRITEC6.120) 
READCS,103) IOUT.IPR 
QO=2.4048255S77 
PI=3.141S9265~ 
JMAX=S 
IPLOT=3 
CALL COEFCJMAX.40) 
REAoCS,103) IH.IHH,I~ 
IHP1=IH+l 
REAO(S.10S) (XCI),I=IHP1,I~) 
READCS,10e) (WCI),I=IHP1,I~' 
00 3~ l=l,IM 
IF eI-IH) 31,31,32 

31 IR: 1M • I + 1 
XCI': O.S - O.S.XCI~) 
~CI)= WeIR) 
GO TO 33 

32 XCI)= 0.5 + O.S.XCI' 
33 XX: SQRTC1.0-XCI)·*2) 
34 RCI)=XX 

REAoCS,102) CLAMBOACI),I=1.20) 
REAoCS,104) (BE55(CI),I=1.20) 
IFCNPHI3.LT.20) GO TO 22 
DO 22 I=21.NPHI3 
LAMBDACI)=BJZERC1,t, 
BESSECI):BJOCLAMBOACI)' 

22 CONTINUE 
99 REAOCS,10S) RW,H 

IF IR~.rQ.O.O) STOP 
WRITE1IOUT,106' RW,H 



NPHI2=200.0*H/Rw/ PI 
IFeNPHI2.LE.l) NPHI2=-1 
IFeNPHI2.GT.20' NPHI2=20 
NPHI3=200.0*RW/H + 1.0 
IFeNPHI3.GT.20' NPHI3=20 
00 1 I=l,H4 
zeI'=H·el.0-x(I») 
XII=XIeRW.Zef"ETA,l,ANS,JMAX, 
DO 1 J=l.JMAX 

1 FeJ,I,=ANSeJ, 
XII=XleR~,~'ETA.ltA~St~MAX' 
DUMMy=QO*H/Rw 
CSHO=CDEXPIDU~MY'+DE~pe-~~~MY"/2.0 
JO 2 1=1 tIitI 
DUM~y=QO*H*el~-XCI"/RW 
CSH=(DEXPIDU~NY'+DEXpe-DU~~Y)'/2.0 
DO 2 J=I,JMAX 
COeJ'=ANS(J)/CSHO*R~/QO/O,~191474973 

2 FeJtI,=FeJ,I,-ANSeJ,*CSH/CSHO 
IFINPHI2.EQ.-l' GO TO 42 
WRITErIOUT,llS) NPHI2 
00 '+ N=1.NPHI2 
QN=PI*eN-O.5, 
DO 21 J=I.~~U 

21 CQeJ,N'=O.O 
DO 3 1=1 tIJ4 
FAC=weI'*SIN(QN*XeI') 
00 3 J=ltJ!o1AX 

3 CQeJ.N'=CQIJ,N'+FeJ.I,·FAC 
D04J=ltJ~AX 
FAC=H/QN/9SLe3'1.QN.~W/H' 

4 CQIJ,N'=-CQeJ.N).FAC 
42 00 5 I=I.I~ 

BJU=BJOIQO*RII'/RW' 
BJD=BJOIQO*XII', 
pel.I,=1.0+COrl).SJU 
00 41 J=2,JIo4AX 

41 PIJtI,=COrJ'*BJU 
XII=XIeXrI'*R~.H.ETA.2tANS,JMAX' 
DO 5 J=I,JMAX 

5 FIJ,I,=ANSrJ)+COIJ'*CSHO*BJD 
IFINPHI2.EQ.-l) GO TJ 43 
S=-1.0 
DO 6 N=l,NPHlt 
QN::PI*eN-O.5, 
S=-S 
DO 6 I=I,H4 
FAC=S*BSLI3,O.QN*RI[J/H' 
00 6 J=l,JMAX 

6 PIJ,I)=PIJ.I)+CQeJ,N,.FAC 
43 NRITECIOUT.114) NPHI3 

DO a N=l.fIIPHI3 
00 61 J=l.J~AX 

61 CeJ.N,=O.O 
DO 7 1=1.1/04 
FAC=XII'.WII)*SJOILAM8DAeN,.XII,) 
DO 7 J=l,JMAX 

7 CIJ.N)=ceJ.N,+FIJ.I,*FAC 
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OU~~Y=LA~BOAI~)·H/~~ 
CSH=CDEXPCDUYMY).DEX?I.DU~~Y»/2.0 
DO 6 J=I,J~.AX 

8 CIJ.NI=-CIJ,NI/BESSEIN) •• 2/CSH 
00 A1 J=l,JMAX 

81 OKIJ)=O.O 
00 9 1=1,I!Io1 
00 9 J=I,J~AX 

~ QKeJI=QKfJ'-FeJ,I,.XIII*WeI) 
00 10 N=1,NPHI3 
oUMMY=LAMBoAIN).H/R~ 
CSH=loEXpeOU~MY)+DEXPI-OU~~YII/2.0 
00 10 1=1.1" 
FACO=CSH*BJOeLAM80AINI.XII» 
FACU=BJOlLA~aDAIN).~ll)/~~) 
00 10 J=I,JMAX 
FrJ,II=FrJ,I)+CfJ.N).FACD 

10 prJ,I)=PIJ.I)+CCJ,~).FACU 
00 11 I=l,IM 
XII=XIlRlI),C.O.ETA.2,ANS,JMAX) 
00 11 J=l, J'''U 
FrJ,I,=ANSlJ) 

11 PIJ,I,=PlJ.I)+QKlJ) 
DO 16 1=1,1'4 
XII=XIlRCI),O.O.ETA,G,ANS,JMAX) 
00 16 J=1,J~AX 

16 CUReJ,I)=-ANSfJ)*PI/2.0 
DO 17 1<=2,J"IAlC 
CiO 12 J=1,JMAlC 
SUMlJ,=O.O 
00 12 I=1,IM 

12 SUMCJ,=SU~(J)+PlJ,I).wlI).FlK,I) 
SUMl~,=SU~(K'+2.0/l4.K-3) 
DO 20 J=l,J'l.AX 

20 8lK.J,=SU~(J'/SUMCKI 
DO 17 I=1,IM 
peK.II=PCK,I,+FCK,II 
IFlK.EQ.J~~X' GO TO 14 
KPl=K.l . 
00 13 J=KPl,JMAX 
CUReJ.I)=CUaeJ,ll-BIK.JI.CURlK,I) 

13 PCJ,I)=PIJ,I)-BlK,J).PI~,I) 
1~ PlK,I,=PtK-l.I)-BCK.K-l).PIK,I) 

CU~eK,I)=CURIK-1.I)-aIK'K-11*CURCK,1) 
17 CONTINUE 

DO 15 K = 1 • J 1JI AX 
RESISTCK)=O 
00 15 I=1,I~ 

15 RESISTlK)=RESISTlK,+wII).XII).PIK,I) 
WRITEIIOUT.109) lRE~ISTII).I=I,JMAXI 
iJRIn:IIOUT.ll01 
WRITECIOUT,101) lRII,.lPCJ,I).J=1,51.I=1,I~1 
wRITEeIOUT.l1ll 
wRITEeIOUT.113) IRlII.ICUQIJ.I),J=l,51,I=1.IMI 
~RITECIOUT.l12) CIBeK.JI,J=1,JMAX).K=2,JMAXI 
IFIIPR.EQ.OI GO TO 99 
DO 30 I=l.I~ 
RPCII=RII,*eRN-I.0)+1.0 
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23 

26 

27 
44 

28 

29 

3S 
46 
30 

51 

xtI=XI(RP(I),O.O'ETA,2,A~S,JMAX' 
00 24 J=1,J~Al( 

POTP(J,I'=ANS(JJ 
xII=XI(O~0,H-Z(I),ETA'2,ANS,JMAX) 
-CO 23 J=1,JI4AX 
POTCL(J,I)=ANSeJ) 
BJCL=SJO(O.OJ 
BJP=BJO(QO*RPCI)/RW) 
OUMMy=QO*(H-Z(I»/RW 
CSH=(CEXP(OU~~Y)+DEXP(-Du~~YJ)/2.0 
00 26 J=l,J,I4AX 
POTCL(J,I)=POTCL(J,I,+CO(J)*CSH*SJCL 
POTP(J,I)=POTPeJ,I'+CO(J)*3JP 
5=-1.0 
IF(NPHI2.EQ.-l) GO TO 44 
00 27 N=l,NPuI2 
QN::Ph(N-O.5J 
S=-s 
FCL=S*BSL(3,O.O.O).5IN(~~.Z(IJ/H' 
FP::S.BSL(3,O,~N*RP(I)/H) 
00 27 J=1,J~Al( 
POTCL(J,I)::POTCL(J.I)+CQ(J,N)*FCL 
POTP(J.I)=pOTPeJ,I)+CQ(~.N).FP 
00 28 N=l, NPH 13 
BJCL=1.0 
BJP=BJO(LA~aDAeN) .• RP(I)/~~) 
~U~MY=LA~90A(N'.(H-Z(I»'~~ 
CSH=(OEXP(OU~~Y)+OEXP(-DU~~Y)'/2.0 
00 28 J=1.Jfo1AX 
POTCL(J,I,=POTCL(J.I)+C(J,N)*SJCL*CSH 
POTP(J.I)=POTP(J.I'+C(J'~)*BJP 
00 29 J=l.J'IIIAlC 
POTCL(J,I,=POTCL(J,I,+~K(J) 
POTP(J,I)=POTP~J,I'+~KCJ' 
00 30 K=2.JIoIIAX 
IF(K.EQ.J'IIIAX, GO TO 46 
KP1=K+l 
00 3S J=KP1.JMAX 
POTCL(J.I'=POTCL(J,I'-8C~.J)*POTCL(K,I' 
POTPCJ,I)=POTPeJ.r)-3(K,J)*POTPCK.I) 
POTCL(K,I'=PQTCLCK-l,I'-S(~.K-l)*POTCL(K,IJ 
POTP(K,I'::POTPeK-1,I'-BC~,K-l).POTP(K,I) 
WRITE(IOUT,11d' . 
WRIT£CIOUT,101J (ZCIJ,(POTCL(J,I),J=l.S',I=l,IM) 
WRITE(IOUT,117J 
WRITEIIOUT,lOlJ CRP(IJ,(POTP(J,I),J::l.S),I=l,I~' 
REAOIS.IOS) ROEL,ZDEL 
NR=R.",ROEL+l.0 
NZ=H/ZOEL+1.0 

~RITE(IOUT'122) NR,NZ 
00 50 K=l,NR 
RR=RW-ROEL*FLOATCK-l, 
00 50 I=l.NZ 
ZZ=H-ZOEL+FLQAT(I-IJ 
XII::xICRR,"-ZZ'ETA,2,ANS.J~AX' 
00 51 J=l.JMAX 
PT(J,I,KJ=A"lS(J, 
3J=9JO(:>0*RR/R"') 
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OU~MY::QO*(H-ZZ'/RW 
CSH::(DEXPCDUY.~Y'+DEXP(-Du~~YII/2.0 
00 52 J=l • ..JI~AX 

S2 PT'J,I.K,::pTCJ.I,K'+COeJ'*CSH*BJ 
S=-1 
IFCNPHI2.[Q.-II GO TO 53 
00 5IJ N::l,NPHI2 
QN=Ph C N-O. 51 
S= .. S 
FF=S*9SLC3.0.~N.RR/HJ*SI~(~N*ZZ/H) 
00 54 J=l,J~AX 

5IJ PTCJ,I.K)=PTC..J.I,~)+CQCJ,~,*FF 
S3 00 5S N=I,NPHI3 

aJ=B..JOeLA~3DA(N'.RR/RW' 
O~~MY=LA~aOA(N)*eH-ZZJ/RW 
CSH=CDEXPCOUM~Y)+~EXPC-OU~~YJ)/2.0 
00 55 ..J=I, ..JMAX 

55 PT'..J.I.K)=PT(J.I.K)+CCJ,~).3J*CSH 
DO 56 J=I,..JMAX .. 

S6 PTeJ,I.K'=PTC..J,I.KI+QK(JI 
:)0 57 KK=2,J"'AX 
IFCKK.EQ • ..JMAXI GO TO 57 
~Pl=KK+l . 
DO 58 J=KP1,..J"'AX 

58 PT(J.I.KI=PT'..J.I,KI-3(~~.JI.PT(KK,I,K) 
57 PTeKK,I,KI::PTCKK-l,I,KI-3CKK,KK-l'*PTCKK,I,KI 
50 PT'5,I,2*~H-K+ll=PTC5,I'~1 

~RITECS,1211 CCPTC5,NZ-I+l,KI,K::l,2.NRI,I::l.~ZI 
GO TO ~9 

END 
FUNCTION 3SL 'KI~O,NU.X) 
DOUSLE PRECISION A 
IF'KINO.EO.3 .AND. X.GT.12S.01 GO TO 9 
X2=X/2.0 
BSL1=1.0 
IF CNU.EQ.OI GO TO ~ 
DO 3 I=l.NU 

3 3SL1=8SLl*X2/FLOATCI) 
.. BSL=BSLl 

IF CKIND.EQ.II 5=-1.0 
IF 'KIND.EQ.31 S=I.0 
SIGN=I.0 
B=9SLl 
00 7 1<=1,500 
B=S*X2/FLOATCKI*X2/FLOATCNU+KI 
IF CB.LE~1.0E-IO*BSLI GO TO 8 
SIGN=SIGN*S 

7 BSL=BSL+SIGN*B 
8 CO~JT IrvUE: 

RET~RN 
9 UM=4*I\JU**2 
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A=X 
BSL=OEXPCAI/SQRTC2.0*3.141592654*XI*Cl.0-CUM-l.I/S.0/X-Cl.0-CUM-9. 
11/16.0/X*Cl.O-CU~-25.0l/2~.O/X)11 

R(TURN 
END 
FUNCTION I3JO' X I 
IF'X.GE.3.01 GO TO 1 



X3=CX/3.0)**2 
BJO=1.0-X3*C2.2499997-X3*C1. 2656208-X3*'0.3163866-X3*'0.0444479-

1 X3*'0.0039444-X3*0.o0021 00»») 
RETURN 

1 TH=3.0/X 
FO=0.7978945G_TH.,0.00000077+TH.CO.OOS5274C+TH*'0,OOOO9512-TH*' 

10,00137237-TH*,O.00072805-TH*CO.00014 476))) 
TH=X_0.78539816_TH.CO.04166397+TH.,0.000039S4-TH.CO.OO262573-TH*, 

10.00054 125+TH.,O.00029333-TH.CO.00013558»»» 
9JO=FO/SQRTCX)*COS'TH) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION p.J1( X) 
IFCX.GE.3.0) GO TO 1 
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X3=CX/3.0,..2 
BJl=O.5-X3.(O.562491a5-X3*CO.21093573-X3*CO.03954289-X3*'0.0044331 

19_X3*CO.00031761-X3*O.00001109»») 
BJ1=X*BJ1 
RETURN 

1 TH=3.0/X 
Fl=O.797a8456+TH*,O.00000156+TH*'O.01659667+TH*CO,OOOl7105+TH.C 

1_0.00249511+TH*CO.001136S3-0,00020033*TH»») 
TH=X_2.35619449+TH.CO.12499612+TH.CO.00005650+TH*C-O.O0637879+TH.C 

1 O.00074348+TH*CO.00079824-0.00029166.TH»») 
~J1=Fl/S0RT'X).COSCTH) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION 8JZERCI,NZERO) 
REAL ~U,NU 
NiJ=FLOATC I) 
KU=4.0*NU**2 
S=FLOATCNZERO) 
Pl=3.11J1592653 
BETA=PI*CS+O.S*NU-0.2 S ) 
38=8.0*BETA 
aJZER=BETA-'V.U-l.0)/a8-4.0*'MU-l.0)*C7.0*~U-31.0) 

1/!.O/88.*3-32.0*,MU-l.O).'83.0*MU**2-982.0*MU+3779.0)/15.0/88.*5 
2_64.0.CMU_l.O)*(6949.0.~U**3-153855*MU**2+1585743.MU-E277237) 
3/105,0/98*.7 

RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION XICR,Z,(TA,INOEx.ANS.JMAX) 
COM~ON/COEF/~2N'20.40) 
OI~ENSION OC20, 5).PHIC20).PHIETAC20).PHIXIC20).A~S'20) 
1.PPE(20),y~C60),PE'20) 

Z2=Z •• 2 
RH02=R**2+Z2-1.0 
IF'RH02.GE.0.0) GO TO 1 
X2=2.0*Z2/'-RH02+SQRTCRH02**2+~.0.Z2» 
GO TO 2 

1 X2=O.5*CRH02+SQRT(RH02.·2+~.0*Z2" 
2 XI=SQRT(X2) 

IF(XI.EQ.O.O) GO TO 3 
IFCZ.LT.O.O) XI=-XI 
ETA=Z/XI 
GO TO CJ 

3 ETA=S~RT(1.0-R.*2) 
4 Xl=1,O+XI.*2 



, 

PI2=1.570796326 99 
0(1,2'=1.o-AT~N(XI'/P12 
XE=ETA**2+xX.*2 
FO=-XI*0(1,2,+1./PI2 
0(1,1,=1.0 
PO=ETA 
0(1.3, =0.0 
0(1,4,=-1./PI2/Xl 
PPO=1.0 
0(1,5,=1.0 
N=O 
DO 5 J=2,JMAX 
N=N+l 
O'J,1)='(2*N+l)*ETA*pO-N*0'J-l,1»/(N+1) 
0(J.2)= "2*N+1,*XI *FO-~.O(J-1,2»/'N+l) 
0'J,3'="2.N+1'*(PO+ETA*PPO)-N*O'J-1,3»/'~+1' 
O'J.5,=-NtO'J-1,5) I(N+1) 
N=N+l 
0'J,4)=N*'Xl$OeJ,2'+FO)/X1 
PO=(e2*N+1)*[TA$OeJ,1,-N tP O'/'N+l' 
FO=C~e2$N+1)*XI*OeJ,2)-~.FO)/eN+l) 

5 PPO=,(2*N+l)*,0'J,lJ+ETA*0,J,3»-N*PPO)/'N+1) 
aR=SQRTC Xl' 
Y=ASI~(1.0/RR) 
YM,1l=1.0 
y2=Y*Y 
MAX=JMAX+38 
00 21 M=1,tI,AX 

21 YMeM+1)=YMCM,.Y2 
00 23 N=1,JMAX 
PPECN)=O 
PE'N'=O.O 
00 22 104=1,40 
AC=A2N'N,~)*yM'N+~-1' 
PE C N) =PE (N' +AO*Y 
AOO=AO*FLOAT'2*M+2·~·3) 
PPE'N)=PPEeN,+AOO 

22 IFCABSeAOO,.LT.l.E-7*ABSCPPECN» .AND. ABSCAD'.LT.l.f-7*A8SCPE'N)' 
l' GO TO 23 

23 PPE'N'=-PPE'~'/Xl 
006J=1,JMAX 
PHleJ,=OeJ,l,.PE(J) 
PHIETA'J'=OeJ,3,*PECJ) . 

6 PHIXI,J)=0,J,1)*PPECJ' 
007J=1,JMAX 
GO TO '11,12,13,14.t5,16,17,.INOEX 

11 ANseJ,=R/XE*,XI*PHIXleJ'-ETA*PHIETAeJ)' 
GO TO 1 

12 ANS'J)=PHI'J) 
GO TO 1 

14 ANS'J'='1.O-ETA*.2,*rHIETACJ,+e1.0+ ETA •• 2,*PHIXIlJ' 
~O TO 1 

15 ANSlJ,=0(J,4,/0'J,S) 
GO TO 1 ' 

16 ANS(J,=0(J,1).0'J,4)/0(J,5' 
GO TO 1 

17 ANSeJ,=0'J.1) 
GO TO 7 



13 ANS(J)=PE(J) 
7 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE COEF(N~A~,KMAX) 
COM~ON/COEF/A(20.~O' 
A(1.1)=1./l.57079632679~8966192 
00 1 K=2.t<MAlC 
DO 1 N=1,~MAX 

1 A(N.K)=O.O 
00 3 N=2.N~AX 
~N=N-1 
A(N.l)=~.O.QN •• 2.~(N-1,1)/(~.O.ON+l.)/(~.O.QN-l.0) 
00 3 KK=2.KMAX 
QI<=I<K-1 
SU~=O.O 
PFAC=1.0 
SIGNP=-1.0 
00 2 LP=1,KI( 
P=LP .. 1 
SIGNP=-SIGNP 
FACIoI=1.0 
IF(LP.GT.1) PFAC=PFAC*(2.0.P+l.0l*2.0*P 
SIGN=SIGNP 
00 2 MM=LP,KK 
r;;~=MM-1 
IF(~~.GT.LP) FAC~=FACM.2.0·(QM-P).(2.0*Q~-2.0.P+l.0) 
SU~=SUM+ACN'I<K-~~+1).SIG~.~.O.(QK-QM+~N+O.5).(Q~-~~+QN)/PFAC/FACM 

2 SIGN=-SIGN 
3 ACN.KK )=_SU~/q.O/QK/C2.0*QN+QK+O.5) 

RETURN 
END 

100 
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Appendix C: A Computer Program for Computing the Potential Distribution 
in an Axisymmetric Cylindrical Cell. 

The program solves the equations outlined in Chapter 4. The 

input variables are as follows: 

X,W 

LAMBDA 

BESSE 

RW 

H ' 

The Gaussian quadrature abscissas and weights. 

Zeroes of Jl. 

Values of J (LAMBDA). o 

h/rd • 



UIMENSION R(131),ZC131J,C(131),CURC131),E(lJl),ANIONC1 31) 
UIMENSION X(40)'~C40),F(40,b1)'FFC40,61)'FFFC61)'CUGC40) 

1,iLPOT(61),XINCO(61),FA(40,bl),FFA(40,61),FFFA(61),CUGA(40) 
1 FORMAT(j14) 
~ FOHMAT(luE8.4) 
3 FORMAT(Sl16.10) 
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16 FORMAT(5X,14HNO CONVERGENCE II) 
105 FORMAT (7HIALPHA=,F8.4,9H, BETA=,FB.4,lOH, GAMMA=,F8.4,9H, 

1 J =,F8.4) 
109 FORMAT(5X,I4) 
110 fORMAT(lX,24HLIMITING JDISK REACTANT=,FIO.6,5X,8HPRODUCT=,FIO.6) 
111 FORMAT(lX,22H GEOMETRIC VALUE OF N= ,FIO.b) 
117 FORMAT(1X,16HRATIO OF DR/DP =,F11.5) 
118 FOHMAT(lX,3HRA=,F12.b,5X,3HR8=,F12.6,5X,3HRC=,F12.6,5X,3HRD=,F12.6 

1) 
202 FORMAT (3H N=,FI0.4,lOH, TPLUS=,F8.4,6H, V=,FIO.5,8H, AVD=' 

IFIO.5,8H, AVR='F8.~/7H JDISK=,FB.5,7H JRING=,FB.5,16H ,JDISK/J 
·lHING=,F8.51 
1 58tfO R REACTANT PRODUCT CUR ETA 
l/(!>F12.5) ) 

203 fOKMAT(4r12.5J 
READl-.xl'f:)IHH,IM 

~lHPl=l~ 
UTOt=o.OUOOOl 
RlAD3,(XfI),I=IHPl,IM) 
R~AD3,(W(I)'I=IHPl'IM) 
J041=1,IM 
IHI-IH) 5,5,6 

5 IH=IM-I+l 
X(I)=O.5-0.5*X(IR) 
d(I)=w(IR) 
~O TO 4 

6 iCl)=O.S+O.5*X(I) 
4 w(l)=O.S*W(I) 

R~ADl,LMAX'LAN,LRING 
H£AD2,RA,RB,RC,RU 
LtUNG=IM 
CALL RII-JuTl (LMAX,RA,HB,R,Z) 
CALL ANNUSCR,Z,LMAX,LAN,R8,RC) 
CALL RNbT2L(R,Z,LMAX,LAN,X,IM,RC,RD) 
CALL POTENS(RA, RH,R'LMAX,X,W,IM,F,FF,FFF) 
CALL POTENS(RC,Ru,R,LMAX,X,W,IM,FA,FFA,FFFA) 
CALL DRLPOTCRC,RD,R,LMAX,XLPOT) 
XN=COLEFF(RB,RC,RD) 

7 R~AD2,FLUX'AN,TPLUS'ALPHA,BiTA'GAMMA'EXCJ'DRP,DAMP 

8 

IF(FLUX.NE.O.O) GO TO 8 
~TOP 
..JCOUNT=O 
TAF=1.0 
FAT=1.0 
(XCH=l./lXCJ 
C(1)=1.0 
URP=DkP**(2./3.) 
CT=1.0+DkP 
C2=1.1t9/34652 
Cl=O.O 
XJLR =O.5*C2*(R8**3-RA·*3)**C2.13.) 

I 

,. 



LDUM=LMAX+LAN+LRING 
FLUXL=2,O*X~LR /CRS*.2-RA*·2) 
CUH(I)=AN*FLUXL*FLUX 
IFCRA ,GT.O.O) GO TO 11 
C1=FLuX*C2 
c C 1) ::1. Q-FLUX 

11 IFCEXCH,LT.400.0) GO TO 10 
I:::XCH=I.O 
EXC~=O.O 
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IFCCURCl).LT.O,O) FAT=O 
IFCCURCl).GE,O.O) TAF=O 

10 CALL £TACBCETAC,ETAS,CCl),CURCl),TPLUS'AN,EXCH'GAMMA,ALPHA,tiETA,TA 
IF,FAT,CT,DRP,Cl) 

D09L=I,LMAX 
C(U=CCl) 

9 E(L)=ETAC+ETAS 
PHINT 105, ALPHA'BETA,GAMMA'EXC~ 
COLD =0 

12 ~COUNT=~COUNT+l 
CALL THETA(C,CuR,R,EXCH,AN,ALPHA,BETA,GAMMA,TAF,FAT,CT,ORP, 
lCl,C2,LMAX,X~,E'RB) 

CALL CURSE(RA ,RB ,CUR,R,LMAX,oZP,X,IM,CUG) 
CALL ANNUC(R,C,CUR,LMAXiLAN,AN,l.O) 
CALL THTA2L(C,CUR'R'AN,Cl'LMAX'LAN'IM'RC'RD,X~T) 
0020I=I,IM 

2~ CUGA(I)=CURCI+LMAX+LAN) 
V=E(l)+POTENT(I,IM,CUG,CUR,F,FF,FFF)+POTENTCl,IM'CUGA,CUR,FA,FFA, 

IFFFA)+XLPOTC1)*C(LMAX+LAN)*AN 
0013L=2,LMAX 
PHI=V 
PHI=PHI-POTENTCL,IM,'UG'CUR,F,FF,FFF)-POTENTCL,IM,CUGA,CUR,FA,FFA, 

IFFFA)-XLPOTCL)*C(LMAX+LAN)*AN . 
13 E(L)=ECL)+UAMP*(PHI-~(L» 

IF(~COUNT.GT.400) GO TO 14 
IFCABS(X~-COLO)-BTOL*ABS(X~).LE.O.O) GO TO 15 
COLo=XJ 
GO TO l~ 

14 PRINT16 
15. CONTI NUl:,; 

D021L=1,LMAX 
21 XINCDCL)=POTENT(L'IM'CUGA,CUR,FA'FFA'F~FA) 

iJOl7I=l,LDUM 
,uR(I)=CUR(I)/AN/FLUXL 

17 ANION(I)=CT-ORP*C(I) 
A=X~/X~LR 
X~H=X~T-XJ 
U=X~R/X~LR 
X~~R=X~/X~R 
X~LP=O 
IF(DRP.N~.O,O) X~LP=X~LR*(1.0-CT/oRP) 
UHP=ORP**1.5 
PtUNT 117, DRP 
PRINTl18,RA,RB,RC,RO 
PRINTI10,X~LR,X~LP 
PRINTU1, XN 
PRlNT 202,AN,TPLUS,V ,A'B,X~,X~R,X~~R' 

1 (R(~"C CJ),ANI0N(~)'CUR(~),E C~),~=I,LM 

2AX) 



1 

5 

2 

1 

LMA=Lr-1AX+l 
PHINT203'(R(~),C(~)'ANION(~),CUR(J)'J=LMA'LDUM) 
PRINTI09,~COUNT 
GO TO 7 
END 
SU~ROUTINE RINGT1(LMAX,RA,RB,R'Z) 
COMMON/RINGT11 A(61,bl),Q(61) 
UIMENSION R(131)'l(1~1) 
£)(=1./3. 
EXX=2./3. 
E=3./2./U.892979512 
F=.2·E 
B= RB-RA 
C=RA+RB 
DZP=2./FLOAT(LMAX-l) 
Zt>=-I.O-UZP 
0011=1' LtJ,AX 
lP=ZP+OZP 
0=1. 
IFCZP.LT.O.) 0=-1.0 
K(I)=(O*b.(0*ZP).*EX+C)/2.0 
lCl)=R(l)·*J 
ZR~=Z(LMAX) 
IF(RA.GT.O.O) GO TO 5 
G=RB**3-RA**3 
DlP= G/FLOAT(LMAX-l) 
ZU)=O 
RU )=0 
D04I=2,LMAX 
Z(I>=L<I-1>+DZP 
R (1 ) =l ( 1> **EX 
ZRt;=Z(LMAX) 
Il02N=Z,LMAX 
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002I=2,N 
A(N'I)=~*R(N)*«Z(N)-Z(I»**EXX-(Z(N)-Z(I-l»**EXX)/(Z(1)-Z(I-l» 
~X=1.0+EXX 
oo.H =2' LMAX 
Q(I)=F*«ZRB-Z(I»*.EX-(ZRB-Z(I-l»**EX)/(Z(I)-Z(I-l» 
HETURN . 
END 
SU~ROUTINETHETA(C'CUR'R'EXCH'AN'ALPHA'BETA,GAMMA'TAF,FAT,CT,DRP' 

lCl,C2,LMAX,XJ,E,R8) 
COMMON/RINGTI/ A(61'bl',~(61) 
DIMENSION C(131)'R(1~1"CUR(lJl)'E(IJl) 
EC=EXCH*AN 
DIJIL=2,LMAX 
SUM=O 
IF(L.EQ.2) GOTO~ 
M=L-l 
00 21=2,M 
SUM=SUM+C(I)*(A(L,I)-A(L,I+l» 
ETA=E(L), 
EA=TAF*EXP(ALPHA*ETA) 
ES=FAT*EXP(-BETA*ETA) 
£Q=C(1)*A(L,2)-CI-SUM 
C(L)=(EC*EU-CT*EA)/(EC*A(L,L)-DRP*EA-EB) 
CVH(L)=AN*(C(L)*A(L,L)-ED) 
XJ=O 

, 
.J 

l· 
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~ojL=2,L""AX 
3 XJ=XJ+CC(L)-CCL-l»·aCL) 

XJ=O.S*Cl*Rd*.2+~J 
e:j He. TURN 

ENiJ 
~UUROUTIHE ~NGT2LCR'l,LMAX,LAN'A'IM'RC'RO) 
'~MMON/RINGT2/ AC40'91),~(131) 
D!~ENSION R(131),ZCIJ1),XC40) 
t::;(X=2.0/.3.0 
~=3.0/2.0/0.a92919S12 
LI=LMAX+LAN 
,..=U.2*E 
DC1N=1,IM 
LP=N+LI 
~(LP)=X(~)*(Ho-RC)+RC 

1 L(LP)=ReLP).*3 
oo2N=1,iM 
LP=N+Ll 
IJ021=2,Ll 

2 ACN,I)=L*RCLP).CCZCLP)-ZCI»**EXX-CZ(LP)-ZCI-1»**EXX)/eZeIJ-Z(I-l 
1» 
lHO=Ro·*.3 
£xX=EXX+1.0 
UO 3I=2,LI 

3 d(I)=F.CClRo-ZCI»**~xx-eZRo-Z(1-1».*EXX)/(Z(I)-ZCI-1» 
Ri..TURN 
£NU 
Su~ROUTI~E THTA2L(C'CUR'R'AN,Cl'~MAX'LAN'IM'RC'Ro'XJ) 
CUMMON/HINGT2/ Ae40,91),dC131) 
D!MENSIO~ R(131)'CU~eI31),CCI31) 
XJ=O 
~x=2.0/J.O 
Ll=LAN+LMAX 
oOIN=1I1M 

. SUM=O 
L=N+LI 
IJ02I=Z,Ll 

2 SUM=SUM+eC(I)-CCI-l».ACN,I) 
CUR(L)=AN*CCl+SUM) 
"L>=o 

1 CONTINUE 
DO.3I=Z,Ll 

.3 x~=XJ+CCCI)-CCI-l».dCI) 
XJ=O.S*Cl*Ro**2+XJ+O.S.CRo**3-RC**3)**EX*CCLI)/o.a92919512 
RETURN 
END 
SuuRouTINE oRLPOTCRC,RO,R,LMAX,XLPOT) 
t.x TERi~AL RLPOT 
COMMON/RLPOTI ZR1,RPvT 
OlMENSIO~ R(131),XLPOTC61) 
It<I=CRC/RO)u3 
XZ =-CRo*.3-ZRl)**C2.0/3.0) l.a92919S11/3.1~lS926S 
uOlI=I,LMAX 
RPoT=I-(Cl)/Ro 
IFCASMPShCRLPOT,O.O,1.0,1.E-06'XLPOTCI».LE.O.O) PRINT2,I 

1 ALPOTCI)=XLPOTCI).Xl 
2 FORMAT(SX,32HUAo RESULT IN oRLPOT AT POSITIvN,IS) 

Ht:TURN 



1 

Z 

r:::NO 
FUNCTION RLPOT(X) 
CUMMON/RLPOTI ZR1,RPOT 
H=(C1.-lRIJ*X**1.5+lHl)*·el./3.) 
XM=~.*R*RPOT/CR+kP01>.*2 
IF eXM.N£.1.) GO TO ! 
PriINT 2, R,RPOT,X 
5TOP 
RLPOT=EK(XMJ/eR+HPOT) 
ReTURN 
F0~MAT (5X,13HELLIPTICARG=1,3E20.6) 
ENO 
SU~ROUTI~E ANNUSCR,Z,LMAX,LAN,RB,RC) 
JIMENSION R(131),Ze1Jl) 
iXTERNAL XII'IT 
COMMON/AONE/PARAM 
CuMMON/ANNUll FCJO~61)'FFFeJO,61) 
u=1./6. 
,=1. IS~I<f( J. 0 J 
A=J.1415926S*C/2.0 
E,,=1./3. 
~L=1.0IrLOATCLAN) 
L =-1.0/1.J54117~ 
DZ= 2.0/FLOAT(LAN) 
Zl-'=-1.0 
uOlL=1'LA~ 
LP=ZP+uZ 
L.t'=L+LMAX 
.1=1.0 
Ir(ZP.LT.O.O> G=-1.0 
K(LP)=Cb*eHC-RB)·eG*ZP>**EX+R8+RC)/2.0 

1 lCLPJ=~(LP)**3 
If(RB.GT.O.O) GO TO 4 
O~=RC.*J/FLOATeLAN) 
Z ... =O 
D05L=1'LAN 
lP=ZP+Ol 
LP=L+LMAX 
Z(LP)=ZP 

5 K(LP)=ZP**EX 
4 u02L=1,LAN 

L.P=L+LMAX 
FFF (L, 1)=0 
F(L,I)=O 
OJ2I=l,LMAX 
IF(RCI).GT.R(LP» ~u TO 2 
PARAM=Z(LP)ll(I) 
TT=PAt{AM-1.0 
:)=1.0 
IFCTT.LT.O.O) 0=-1.0 
1=u. (L)'tTT> **EX 
FfF(L,1)=A-B*ALOG«1.0+T).*3/(1.0+TT»-C*ATANCC2.0*T-l.O)*C) 
FFFCL,IJ=E*FFFCL,I) 
F(L'I)=O.883319376*~*R(I)**Z 
IF(R(i).lQ.R(LP» GO TO 2 
SSS=R (I -1)/R (I> 
SS~=SSS'**J 
l~(ASMPSN(XINT,SSS'l.O,O.OOOOOl'OJ.LE.O.O) PRINT3,R(LP)'R(1),0 
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1 

FCL,I)=O*E*RCI)**2/3.0 
FOHMATC/5X,13HBAU R~SULT AT,3E20.5/) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENU 
SU~ROUTINE ANNUCCR,C,CUR,LMAX,LAN,AN,CREF) 
DIMENSION R(131),CC131),CURC131l,AC61),AAC61) 
COMMON/ANNUl/ FC30,6~),FFFC30,61) 
001I=2,LMAX ' 
ACI)=(CUR(I)-CUR(I-l»/CRCI)**2-RCI-l)**2)/AN 
AA(I)=CURCI-l)/AN-A(I)*R(I-l)**2 
002LP=1,LAN 
L=LP+LMAX, 
(;CU=O 
003I=2'LMAX 
IF(RCI).GT.RCL» GO TO 3 
C(L)=CCL)+ACI)* FCLP,I) +AACI)*CFFF(LP'I)-FFF(LP,l-l» 
CONTINUa:: ' 
CURCL>=O 
C (U=CR~F+C CL) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION COL£FFC~O'Hl,R2)' 
RA=RO/R2 
Kd=R1/R2 
;(C1=3.**.5 
XC2=3.l4159265 
)(C3=XCl/XC2/~ • 
.<C4=1.S/XC2 
XA=l./RA 
.<O=HB/RA 
.i(THETA=CXa**3-1.>**(1./3.) 
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XPSI=CXA**3-XS**3>**Cl./3.)/XTH£TA/XA 
.<N=CXA**3-XB**3)**C2./3.)*CXC3*ALOGCCl.+XTHETA**3)/Cl.+XTHETA>**3) 
l-XC4*ATANCC2.*XTH~TA-l.)/XC1)+.75)+XC3*ALOG(Cl.+XA**3*XPSI**3>/(1. 
2+XA*XPSIJ**3>+XC~*ATAN(C2.*XA*XPSI-l.)/XCl)+.25-XA**2*(XC3*ALOG«1 
3.+XPSI*.3)/Cl.+XPSI)**3)+XC4*ATAN(C2.*XPSI-1.)/XC1)+.25) 

COLEFF=XN 
RE.TURN 
Et-lO 
FUNCTION XINTCX) 
COMMON/AONE/PARAM 
XINT=O 
U=PARAM-X 
U=U*U 
I:.X=1.0/3.0 
IFCU.NE.O.O) XINT=X**EX/U**EX 
RETUHN 
ENO 
FUNCTION POTENTCJ,IM,CUG,CUR,F,FF,FFF) 
DiMENSION CUR(131) 
uIMENSION CUG(40), FC40,61),FF(40,61),FFF(61) 
POTENT=O 
DOlI=1,IM 
POTENT=POTENT+CUG(I)*FCI,J)+CUR(J)*FFCI,J) 
POTENT=POTENT+CUR(J)*FFF(J) 
POTENT=-POTENT 
Rt::TURN 
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END 
FUNCTION ASMPSN(F,XA,XB,EPS,AREAJ 
DlMENSION X(lOS),FX(lOS)'AEST( 45),DX(lS),TOL(lS),JC1S),FF(7,lS)'A 

lES C 3 dS) 
E~UIVALENCE (FX(1),FFC1,1»,(AESTCl),AESCl,I» 
LlATA LMAX/lS/ 
THREE=1. 
Fl~ST=O 
TOL(l>=ABSCEPS) 
L5MPS=100 
LSAVE=1 
A!=O 

-IF(EPS .LT. 0 ) AI=AHEA 
X(5)=XA 
X(7)=XB 
F)(S)=F(XA) 
FX(7)=F(XB) 
'::5T= FX(S)+FX(7) 
DX(1)=(Xb-XA)/18 

00 5 K=~,18 
X(l}=XA+(K-l)*DX(l) 

5 ~~T=~ST+F(X)*C4-2*MODCK'2» 
E5T=DX(1)/3*EST +AI 
X(6)=(XCS)+X(7»/2 
FX(6)=4*F(X(6» 
u)(1)=(X(7)-X(S»/2.0 
AESTCj)=uXCl).(FX(S)+FX(6)+FX(7»/3 

50 £RHSUM=U 
TOTSUM=t:.ST 
L=1 
..J(l)=J 

100 Ll=L 
L=L+l 
LSAVE=MAXO(LSAVE,L) 

,TOL(L)=rOLCL1)/THREE 
Jl=J(Ll) 
UXCU=OX(L1>/3 

150 K..J=2*..J1-2 
00 110 KK=1,3 
KA=K..J+KK 
K=3*KK-2 
KL1=7*L1 
KL=KL1+K 
KLA=KLI-7+KA 
X(KL)=XCKLA) 

110 FXCKL)=FX(KLA) 
OXL=OXCL) 
H=DXL/3 
..J(Ll=1 

00 120 KA=2,3 
uO 120 K=KA,6,3 
KL=7*Ll+K 
X(KL)=X(KL-l)+OXL 

120 FX(KL)=F(X(KL»*(4-3*MOD(K,2»-
SUMK=O 

DO 130 K=I,3 
KA=2*k.-l 
KS=KA+2 

J' 
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\. 

t 

KL=:3:+Ll +K 
AEST (KL> =0 

00 135 KJ=KA,Kd 
135 AEST(KL)=AEST(KL)+fF(KJ,L) 

A£ST(KL)=H*AEST(KL) 
130 SUMK=sUMK+AEST(KL) 

uSUMK=sUMK-AEs (Jl,L1) 
SUMK=SUMK+OSUMK/dO 
AbO=A8s (DsUMK) 
IF(L.LE. 2) GO TO 10ij 
TOTSUM=TOTSUM+DsUMK 
IF(ABS(SUMK*EPs) .G~. ABO .OR. TOL(L)*TOTSUM .GE. ABO) GO TO 200 
IF(L .LT. LMAX) GO TO 100 

200 f~HSU~=£kRSUM+A80 
,05 AES (Jl,Ll)=SUMK 

IF(JI .G£. 3 ) Gv TO 210 
..11=..11+1 
J(L1)=Jl 
GO TO 150 

~10 1~(L .LE. 2) GO TO ~~O 
L=Ll 
Ll=L-l 
Jl=.J(Ll) 
LIJ=3*Ll+l 
SUMK=AE~T(LI3)+A~ST(~13+1)+AEsT(L13+2) 
1i0 TO 205 

220 AHEA=AE5T(3)+AI 
ASMPSN=MINO(LSMPS,LSAVE) 
If (AdS(EPS*AREA) .bE. E~RsUM/80.) RETURN 
IF (FIRST .NE. O. ) GO TO 300 
LSMPS=O 
FIRST=1. 
TrlI-<EE=3. 
~J TO 50 

300 ASMPSN=-LMAX 
He,TURN 
EM) 
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